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Steel Appeal
Liberal leader David
Steel has finally agreed to
stand in the University's
forthcoming rectorial
elections. He joins
Labour Regional Counc i 11 or William Roe ,
banned South African
Journalist Manmuthu
Subramoney and Socialist Workers Party activist
John Deason in what
looks like being a low-key
contest . Despite rumours
which circulated last
week , the promised
candidature of pet dogs
and football managers
did not materialise.
It is understood that David Steel
had been approached several
times in the last few months by
members of the University
community who were anxious for

But

now

that

direct

student

representation has been achieved,
the role of Rector is rather
different." he does not, however,
want to return to the previous
convention by which the Rector
was a remote national figure. "I

would certainly hope to play a very
active part in the life of the
University."

David Steel already has a close
connection with Edinburgh
University. He is an Edinburgh
graduate, and during the seven
years he spent as a student here,

he reached the dizzy heights of
Senior Presidential office in the

Student Union .
The other candidate who can
clai m a close connection with the
University is Labour Regional

Councillor William Roe. He is also
a former student here, and served
as Honorary Secretary on the

SRC. In addition has the rather
dubious distinction of having been
the Founder Director of the
Student Accommodation Service.

While David Steel believes that
the University no longer requires a
working Rector, this view is

him to stand. He only agreed to
stand at the last possible moment,

certainly not shared by Willie Roe
and his supporters. Th ey
emphasise that by being resident

however, after being persuaded

in Edinburgh and representing a

that the Rector need no longer

ward

maintain a constant physical
presence on the University

Council, he will be uniquely able to

campus. The feeling among Steel
supporters is that the improve-

take an active
UniverSity.

·ment in direct student representation 01 recent years makes such an
active role superfluous.
In an exclusive interview with
Student earlier this week, David
Steel outlined the way in which he
believes the position of Rector to
be developing. "It was important a
few years ago to have somebody

physically involved

with

the

University on a day-to-day basis.

which

includes

the

University on Lothian Regional
role

in

the

" The days of the ceremonial
Rector are gone," said Willie Roe
earlier this week. "Indeed, looking

Neither Left
argued, had

nor Right , she
responded to

changes in the class structure
since the Fifties. White collar
unionism had brought about the
demise of middle class allegiance

to

the

ruling

radicalisation

c lass while the
of

students

and

intellectuals in 1968 and after had
1i::d to a rejection of both Soviet
style socialism and American
liberalism as displayed in
Yugoslavia and Vietnam.
In addition to these upheavals
women have become increasingly
discontended with their stereotypical role of child care and their

have

been

very

continuing validity of the "working

Rector " concept. They believe that
such a level of commitment will be
required in order to implement
their three-poi nt programme of
maintaining educational standards, extending democracy within
the University, and improving links

between the University and the
wider community.
Manmuthu Subramoney does
not claim to have any direct
connection with the University. He

is a black South African journalist
who has been "banned " by the
South African authorities for
criticising the apartheid system.

Like all

prisoners adopted by

Amnesty International , who are
sponsoring his candidature, Subry
has neither used nor advocated
violence. His work as a journalist
was widely respected and he
contributed to, among others the

BBC

and

the

Australian

Broadcasting Corporation.
Subry's supporters emphasise
that his campaign is not
concerned with what he can do for
the University as much as with

what we can do for him. It is hoped
that a successful campaign, which
need not actually result in him

being elected.will ,draw a\tention
not only to his pllght but to that of
other political prisoners. Through
his sponsorship by Amnesty
International ,

Manmuthu

Sub-

ramoney has the support of staff
and students of a wide range of

at the other candidates, we might
say that the days of the figurehead

political persuasions .

Rector are gone. The University
needs a working Rector. "

Julian Goodare, President of the

At a press conference last week

Willie Roe's supporters , who

University Amnesty International
Group, was asked if, in the event of

include the campus trade unions,
the Association of University
Teachers and the Students '

Subry being elected, they would
press for him to be allowed to

RADICALISM
AND THE SDP

by Eric Robertson
In a striking and
thoughtful speech last
Friday in Teviot Row
Dabating Hall, Sue Stripman, one-time Communist, boldly claimed for the
SOP a commodity "t raditionally commandeered
by the Left" - radicalism.

Association ,

impressed by Anthony Ross's term
in office, and feel that it proves the

come to Edinburgh to carry out his

our Guardians, while activists of

the Left gain the right to make the
decisions by their activism and
become a new power elite. The

SDP, Ms. Slipman asserted, have
already played a major part in
reinvolving people in politics -

60% of the membership have not
been members of political parties

before.
Proportional reresentation , she

urged, would end the stranglehold
of the two parties and bring representation close to the people.
Similarly, industrial participation
of all sides in decision making and
decentralsiation of government
would restore democracy to our
institutions.

The speech was concluqed with
a vigorous support of the SDP's
formal mechanism of positive discrimination for women. While
women are major breadwinners

and hold 40% of jobs across the
board , they are vastly underrepresented in public life. The

March 9th. Meetings have been

radical

another rally in George Square at
11 .50 am when Father Anthony
Ross, the University Rector, will be
speaking.

Buses

will

leave

Buccleuch Place at 12.30 pm to
join a large
Glasgow.

demonstration
•

in

Mark Kennedy, President of the

Sandy Murray

parental contributions will receive

£100 less cash in hand next year if
the government's propositions go
who receive a full grant will be

Councillor Willie Roe (one of the
candidates for th e coming

spending 65% of their grant on
Hall fees. The pitance of the 4%

rectorial

elections).

Alistair

MacRae (representing NUPE) and
Neil Stewart (chairperson of the
NUS in Scotland.)
A demonstration has also been
arranged, in conjunction with the
sit-in, assembling at the Mound at

1.30 pm on Wednesday, March

either parents or from a bank to

tide them over their period of fulltime education." Describing the

Minister for Education as "off his
rocke r" Mark Kennedy pointed out
why he felt this argument was so
ridiculous and impractical. With
the level of unemployment rising
as it is, part-time jobs are just not
available, many parents can't

afford the parental contributions
as they stand at present, and

Students' Association, stressed•
banks are becoming more and
that not enough students were
more relucta nt to give loans to

their views on the grant c·uts will bs

These students are to attend the
Centre for Applied Language
Study in Hope Square and are the
first large party of undergraduates

formidable

be

among the speakers presenting

brought to bear by the SDP, a
"hard edge" has been given to that
tradition so that the Alliance today
a

has finished , there will

ahead as planned. Even students

will be arriving in Edinburgh to
commence a six month stay here.

presents
force.

in

a,ranged for each evening, and

For years, th e Liberals have
been the torchbearar of radical
pluralism. With the new forces

society" where the Right's notion
of representative democracy is
abstract and the Government are

All students and full time members
of staff are entitlted to vote.

aware o f the reality of the grant
cuts. Those students relying on

coherent view of the aspirations of
racial minorities.
At present , we are witnessing a
crisis of democracy, a trend

illiterate

elected will serve for three years.

The sit-in will take place one
week before the governmenl
announces the new budget on

each ballot.

politically

unemployed ex-docker and has

3rd. followed by a rally in George
Square. On Friday, when the work-

philosophy has yet provided a

"a

Elections for the post of Rector
will take place on Fridav. the 12th
of March , and the candidate.

been put forward by the University
SWSO group. A member of the
Socialist Workers Party Central,

In support of the
·National Un.ion of
Students' "Grant's Week
of Action ", the Students'
Association has organised a library sit-in to last
four days starting next
Monday, March 1st. Ian
McGregor reports.

traditional socialism. No political

towards

Committee, John Deason, will be
standing on a " No Cuts" platform,
in opposition to any plans to
reduce University spending.

Library Sit-In

system of two lists for internal
party elections which will
guarantee women a third of the
seats redresses this imbalance
without jkeopardising democracy
since everyone is eligible to vote in

place at the foot of the agenda of

David Steel
"Undoubtedly, yes!" It is felt that
his election would be, to put it
mildly, an embarassment to the
South African authorities .
The fourth candidates is John
Deason, Secretary of the Right to
V{ork Campaign. He is an

increase

will

immediately

be

cance lled out by the increased bus
charges he said.
The President was particularly
annoyed by Sir Keith Joseph's
comments this .saturday. Sir Keith

said that "Students must take parttime jobs and take out ioans from

students who are finding it
increasingly difficult to pay them
back. The graduate unemployment level of 10-15% is hardly
condusive

to

the

bank

loans

possiblity.
Students should not only write
to their MPs protesting against the
cuts said Mr Kennedy, but it is vital
that as many .as possible should
participate in next week's activities

-bo'th by demonstratin9 and
working during the library sit-in 1f the government iS to tak'3 proper
notice of their demands.

My Foreign Friend
This Friday (February 26th) a
group of fifteen Libyan Students

to come there.

These students w111 oovrous1y

substantial fee is being offered for

need help to settle in and to adjust

this

to a different society. Two
students are therefore being

interested should apply to Robert

service and any students

Jenkins, Transition Convener on

sought to show these foreign

the

students round and to act as
friends/ counsellors for the first
two months of their stay. A

requests that applicatio~s
made by Friday if possible.

SRC

at

the

Students '

Association Offices. Mr Jenkin

be
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A Sign of the Times
The saddest thing about th e latest crisis at
Times Newspapers Limited is that no one really
cares any more . When 'Th e Times ' and its
marginally less illustrious Sunday stablemate
first tottered on the brink of closure some time
ago, there was a very real surge of feeling from
both papers' readerships that closure must not
come about, that those papers w e.[e
irreplaceable .
Three years and one lengthy period of
absence later, 'The Times' has lost that air of
authority , the 'S unday Tim es' that sense of
adventure, which made them indispensable.
So only th ose withve rylongmemories will shed
many tears if closure comes; those with sl ig htl y
shorter memories may well conclude that the
TNL 2,500 have found their rightful pl ace - at
the end of a 3,000,00C'longdole queue .

The Sporting Life
Regular readers will notice the virtual absence
of a sports page in this week 's issue. Apologi es,
then , are due to the Volleyball and Ski Clubs for
the lowly billing of their articles, but it should be
pointed out that these were the only articles
received this week.
A letter was published last week criticis ing the
Sports Editor for the lack of coverage of ce rtain
sports, b_ut if the clubs involved are not prepared
to submit reports , there is very little we can do
about it.
The future of the sports page is in your hands
- either the articles start appearing on a regu lar
basis, or the page goes.
The threat to our nation by Ken Murray
Dear Sir,
It is clear that Mr Daniel Tanzey
enjoys the idea of being
something ol an enigma. This
does not excuse however, his
expounding and contradictory
views on international relations
through fact-ridden, sadly written
letters to your 'newspaper'.
T o take the ultimate issue of
deterrance; the concept in certain
circumstances finds favour with
Mr T anzey as is the case of Belize
where as our hero correctly
observes a military prescence is
necessary to protect that territory
from neighbouring Guatemala. For
some reason though - perhaps to
accommodate certain ideological

preferences - this common sense
is abandoned when the stakes
become more important. Mr
Tanzey is a supporter of CND. So
while it is obviously very
dangerous for Belize to be relieved
of its means of defending itself
when it comes to ourselves we are
expected to bel ieve that our safety
is not protected if we abandon our
means of protecting ourselves.
Mr Tanzey of course is not alone
in advocating unilateral nuclear
disarmament. His letter does
expose particularly well however.
the extent to which the
'arguments ' behind CND are utter
nonsense . It is an undeniable fact
that the Soviet Union are a threat
to our country . Arguments which
suggest that there is no incentive
for the Soviet Union to invade
Western Eur ope completely
ignore the whole ethos and nature
of the USSR the only way for world

peace to be maintained is for both
the NATO alliance and the
Warsaw Pact to be ready for war.
To attempt to influence others by
disarm ing only receives contempt
and not respect. In the final
analysis the inevitable conclusion
is that the ends of C ND are a
prescription for war and not for
peace.
Yours sincerely,
K. B. Murray
Pres. EU Con. Assoc.

No Alternative
Dear Sir,
One wonders at th e q~al,ty of
"intelligence" pos sessed by the
people referred to in Heather
Baird 's letter since th e "alternative system" they prefer seems to
be the same one which has
engendered on invasion and
subsequent rebel war in
Afghanistan , military takeover and
repression in Poland , and su ch a
tawdry economic performance in
her satellite states that they
require massive infusions of
Russian aid , aid which that
country can ill aford given its own
dismal record both social and
economic. Ms Baird's " alternative
system " is not noted for th e benign
treatment of its workforce and its
bureaucracy is inevitably more
extensive than that experienced in
the West .
The contention that this
"alternative system" is able to
provide "a qualitatively better ·
lifestyle for every individual in the
world" is pateritly ridiculous based
on its past, present and expected
future performance in the real
world.
Yours faithfully,
Colin Smith.
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Letters to the Editor
General Meetings An Epitaph
Dear Sir,
The system is a joke. Thi s is the
only va lid conc lUsion to the results
of the last General Meeting .
Previous GM flops have been
countered by the rhetoric o f "we
must build for the next one".
Did you know that for the last
General Meeting , the st udent
population was swamped with
1,000 anti-apartheid leaflets; 3,000
SANE and 4,500CND publications,
and topped off with 3,000 copies of
Midweek and 50 ELISA posters?
That is 11,500 leaflets ie more
than one for every student in this
University, at a cost of around
-£500. The result, a paltry 400
people and a pathetic two out of
five motions passed quorately.
Clearly bui lding fo r GM's does not
work .
The system must be changed , it
is pointless maintaining decision
making machinery that does not
work . There are perhaps three
options for change.
(1) ban all societies from having
meetings on GM nights, close the
Library and the Unions.
(2) Bribe the punters. A £100 raffle
prize to be drawn at the very end of
th e meeting would draw people
and make them stay on to the end .
This may appear co rrupt but it is
no more a prostitution of
democracy than the quorum
system. It is also cheaper.
(3) Abandon the Quorum . At
present more than 300 students
have to vote for a motion before it
is binding on EUSA. If this was
abandoned every decision would
be binding so interested parties
would have to mobilise rather than
relying on the inadequacy of the
system . What, after all, is more
democratic about 300 than 288,
200 or even 50. If people don't want
to turn up to GM's they forfeit all
right to crit icise GM decisions.
Reagan and Thatcher never worry
about the majority of people who
didn't vote for them.
Building for GM's has not
worked and will not work, the last
GM proved that the choice is quite .
simple, adopt one of these three
proposals or abandon General
Meetings. I for one will not be back
to a future GM on the present
basis.
Rikki Smith
(ex-SRC Hack)

Welcome back, Alastair
Dear Editor,
Paolo Vestri 's criticims of SWSO
in last week 's Student demand a
rep ly. He doesn't answer our
argument that the ACC policy
splits universities despite sayi ng
that he will. And he doesn't answer
the point that Unions with in the
University will argue over
alternative plans. Has a " No Cuts"
platform been argued for with the
Unions? I doubt it.
Mr Vestri says the SWSO policy
of direct action will not work as it
has failed in the past. Did any
observant people notice that a
little later he says that direct action
may be the only alternative on the·
Day Nursery issue? There seems
to be a bit of confusion here. Th e
point about lack of involvement is
this - the present policy has NO
potential for involving students,
whereas direct action HAS. People
are demoralised NOW because
there is no action.
His conclusion is as abysmal as
the rest of the article - the way to
fight cuts is to campaign for
" alternatives" This should of
course read "alternative cuts" Is
this really the best th at o ur
opponents can come up with?
Yours sincerely,
Alasta ir Walker.

~

,

------=-~

_~, ~

A Real Man Writes
Dear Editor,
You stressed in your editorial
column of February 18th that it is
the policy of Student newspaper to
give full support to the Gay
liberation Movement. That's your
prerogative, of course, but I hope
you recognise that there are many
of us who feel quite differently.
The statement by Glasgow UP
Vincent Gallagher "we don't want
a squad of poofs in our union " did
not, as you say, " defy belief"; on
the contrary, this is a very understandable attitude for a Union
Pre_sident to take, and a sentiment
which is shared wholeheartedly by
myself and a good many of my
colleagues.
There is nothing natural about
homosexuality. It is a perversion ; a
fo rm of deviant behaviour which ,
unfortunately, has gained some
acceptability with the advent of
our liberal-minded society , and
will ce r tain l y become more
commo n if we continue to encourage it in this irresponsible manner.
Most of us find homosexuality
positively offensive in the same
way that pornography is repellent
to many people. The letter by Miss
ffoulkes in the same issue of
Student only serves to reinforce
my attitude towa rd s homosexuality in general. Miss ffoulkes
seems determined to prove that
she is insane as well as being as
bent as a safety-pin, and it is
characters like her that make the
so-called 'coming out' of gays
such a nauseating sham.
Homosexuality exists; I accept
that. What I do not accept is having
it rammed down my throat, wh ich
is why I applaud Vincent Gallagher
in his stand at Glasgow University.
The rot has got to stop
somewhere; it is high time the
voice of normal students was
heard for a change. We should tell
the 'bum bandits ' in no uncertain
terms to take a long walk on a short
pier.
Yours sincerely,
Neil Macpherson

Food Prices
Dear Sir,
Mr Derek Stewart wrote to you
(11th February issue of Student)
compla ining about the price
reductions in the University
Refectory in the Student Centre
not being reflected in the catering
at Kings Buildings. I can
understand his concern. He is
right to suggest that commercial
conside rati ons have determined
this Catering Service policy .
Perhaps it will ease the pain
slightly if the reasons are
ex plained .
The central kitches and the
refectory were built at a time of
University expansion and were
designed to be the base for
University functions as well as
efficient when the use made of it is
a lot less than the design capacity
and use has been delining over the
years as a great deal of
competition has developed round
about. This decline has to a large
extent been offset by the
co nsiderabl e and profitable
fun ctio ns trad e which mr Pi ckles

has bui lt up and which now
accounts for a large part of the
turnover of the kitchens. The joint
use of the kitchens, makes the two
activities interdependent and the
decling use of the refectory has
reduced the overall efficiency.
Closing the refectory has heen
considered and rejected by the
Universi ty Catering Committee
since it would have jeopardised
the whole range of activities of the
~ateri~g Services Department,
including that at Kings Buildings.
The price reductions in the
refectory have been introduced to
reverse the downward trend in
use. A similar policy was tried a
few years ago and was successfu l
in increasing the number of meals
served in the refectory and its
losses were reduced . That policy
was applied across the board and
all other outlets of the department
made big losses so that the policy
had to _be abandoned .
If these big price reductions
bring in a lot of extra custome rs,
the cate ring department may
break even, as it is required to do;
even if the extra customers are not
sufficient to do that then at least
there will be many members of the
University enjoying cheaper food.
I hope Mr Stewart will be able to
enjoy this benefit from'time to time
bu t in any case it shou ld be
real ised th at the d ifferential has
been produced by reducing the
prices at the refectory and not by
putting them up at at Kings
Buildings.
Yours faithfully ,
R. P. Stephenson
Convener Catering Committee
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Not Anti-Gay
"Progressive" i s an
adjective hardly ever
app lied to the attitude of
Glasgow U niversity
Unio n. The last British
Union to admit wome n only two years ago G UU's latest ac ti vities
concern in g GU Gay Soc
have been strongly
critic ised, Mary Braid
reports .

•

"Utterly offensive " is the way
Vincent Gallagher's statement "We don't want a squad of poofs in
our Union" - is describea· ,·n a.
EUSA letter sent to Glasgow
University Union this week (Mon.
22nd Feb.)
This letter was sent to inform the
GUUthatalllinkswithitarebeing
severed due to its recent decision
nottoallowGUGaySoctoaffiliate
to GU Union and also because of
the statement by the Union
President, VincAnt Gallagher, on
this matter.
The letter makes it blatantly
obvious that EUSA consider this
most recent action by GUU to be
vet another lowering of the
standard of GUU policy. EUSA
critises GUU Board of Management for its ignorance and
bigotry in relation to Gay Rights.
It also criticises its "loutish antics·
which it claims are doing little to
enhance public opinion in relation
to students. These antics include
the throwing of been cans by 200
students at Mark Kennedy, Sen .
Pres., on a recent visit to Glasgow

University to discuss the
possibility of their setting up a
Students' Association. This mob
was apparently orchestrated by
GUU Board of Management. The
antics also includde the showing
of pornographic videos to large
groups of male students on GUU
premises. EUSA is highly critical
of the £81,000 Board of
Management Expenses and the
many 'freebies' to which they are
entitled including free luncheon
tickets and free booze. It was the
decision by EUSA last year, to
ensure that all Scottish Union
Presidents actually pay for their
tickets to EU Presidents' Ball
which prompted the "Dear Trendy,
Lefty Nyaff" letter to Mike
McBroom .
Vincent Gallagher , GUU
President, is upset at the onesidedness of the EUSA viewpoint.
He did , in fact , make the reported
statement but claims it was part of
a political ploy to distract the
public eye from another " more
important" matter. This was the
discovery that GUU's Honorary
Secretary was not in fact a

matriculated student. Mr
Gallagher feels that his ploy ie his
statement about "Poofs" had
"succeeded quite nicely" in what it
was meant to do. According to Mr
Gallagher it was all carefully
planned .
It seems that it is Hillhead
Community Residents Association which is Anti-Gay and not Mr
Gallagher. The decision not to
allow Gay Soc to affiliate, it would
appear, was due to the pressure of
opinion from the local community.
This was the prime reason for not
allowing GU Gay Soc to affiliate
although , Mr Gallagher did admit
that most other societies, poli tical
or otherwise, are allowed to
affiliate quite easily.
Mr Gallagher condemned
Edinburgh University for
interfering in the affairs of GUU
and he expressed his doubt as to
whether EUSA culd prevent
individual groups of Edinburgh
students from partaking in interUniversity activities with the GUU.
Mr Gallagher is now willing to
retract his statement about the
Gay Soc and said he would, "In all
probability" have voted for the
affiliation of Gay Soc if it hadn't
been for Hill head Community. The
statement he claimed was "easily
retracted" but one doubts whethe_r
GU Gay Soc would agree. They are
organising a picket of the GUU on
Saturday 27th February .
It is still difficult to believe that a
statement such as that made by Mr
Gallagher can still be made in
today's society and especially by a
stud ent wnn a respo nsible position
on a University Urnon and presumably poss essing a substanti al
degree of intelligence.

Coping With Careers
Second interviews w ith the
larger er'nployers of graduates
usually fall in the Easter vacation.
A folder is kept in the Careers
Library covering 100 employers on .
whom earlier students have filed at
completed questionnaire covering
their exper ience of second
interview procedure. This folder is
a rich source of information which
should be consulted by anyone
invih:. -1 to second interview.
Even if the particular employer
of interest to you is not included ,
reference to similar employers will
throw some light on what to
expect. Two words of caution: it
should be remembered that each
questionnaire is the report of an
individual student who may or may
not have been successful through
the procedure in question and, in
any event. we all see things
differently . Th e second point is
that procedures can be changed at

Edinburgh University's
Wave Power Project
represents one of Britains
most promising alter-'
natives to "conventional",
energy sources. T his
Spring its future hangs in
the ' ba lance
Colin
Macilwain reports.
On Tuesday a group of three
MPs from the Parliamentary Select
CommittE;le on Energy visited
Edinburg h to look at the proposals
of the Uni ve rsity's wave powe r
p ro jec t. Th ei r visit included a tou r
of th e wave-tank tes ting facili ties
at Kings Bui ld ings and a publi c
meeting wi th the research team,
headed by Dr Stephen Sal ter, at
Old College.
Or Salter es tim ates th at so me

snort notice, so do not be " throWn "
on the day if things do not proceed
exactly as you anticipated.
It would help to keep this
material as up to date as poss ible
and embracing as many
employers as possible, if you in
your turn would complete a
questionnaire immediately after
each second interview and return
it to the Careers Service .
Confidentiality is ensured by
asking you not to put your name
on the pro-forma . Spare pro-forma
questionnaires are available from
Careers Office reception .
The length of second interviews
varies from an hour to three days!
Shorter procedures will concent rate on the interview or more
than one interview . Longer
procedures may include various
inteligence and aptitude tests . .
Some of these tests are
deliberately design e d to be

'"impossible" to fini sh in the time
all owe so do not be alarmed by
this. A particularly valuable aspect
with many employers is the
chan ce to meet re ce nt graduates
who are already making th eir way
w ith the o rganisation : their views
are well wo rth canvassi ng.
One of the main compon ents of
a great many of these procedures
is the group discussion or minicommittee. Six or seven candiates
will be invited to discuss a given
topic or analyse a problem and
recommend a solution . If you find
this is a rather daunting prospect,
you may care to attend one of the
practice sessions being organised by the Careers Service
towards the end of term :
Wednesday afternoon , 3rd March
or 10th March , or Friday afternoon
12th March. Sign up in advance
please at 33 Buccleuch Place.

Immoral
Arms
Policy

Robin Cook

The Third Wo rl d is " th e
innocent vict im of superpower rivalry" and Bri tai n
is a key figure in the
escalation of that rivalry
this was the main
message from Robin
Cook's talk on Friday
night.
Speaking at St Anne's Community Centre, for the World Development Movement , the Labour MP
said that Mrs Thatcher had pushed
the country to " the forefront of the
arms race" Our acceptance of
Cruise missiles and Trident submarines was " idiotic", " bizarre"
and extremely expensive (£8-£9
billion for four subs) . It would only
further increase the build-up of
nuclear warheads - a momentum
that would " drag us to the cliff ".
This dangerous situation was
being reinforced by British
involvement in America 's present
build-up of nuclear warheads (to
reach a target of 14,000) and fastbreeder reactor development. Our
plutonium is essential to the
operation , and we are supplying it
obligingly - an action Mr Cook
called " morally repugnant".
Our assistance ta the US has
directly involved the Third World.
In the Indian Ocean, the island of
Diego Garcia, "left over from our
colonial past ", has important
strategic value to the Americans
and a US base was set up there to
counter Russian presence in the
area. The servicemen on duty

Finance Salter's Duck

£6m are required over the next five
years for researc h before full scale
" wave - studies " could be
constructed.
Although the Department of
Energy will make the final decision
on the allocation of its resources ,
the Parliamentary Select
Committee can expect to exercise
c o nsiderable influence and ·
Tu esday 's meeting was therefore _
c ru c ialtothefuture oftheproject.
Alth o ugh appearing to oe
generally impressed w ith the
projec t, the ~Ps e><pressed so me
dou bts. In parti cula r, lan Ll oyd
q uestioned the ability of th e
8nt1sh hydraulics industry to
deliver the technology requ ired by
the Salter duck to convert the
rocking of the "duck" into electric

power. Salter conceded that much
pr~gress would have to be made
but considered certain British
companies up to the challenge.
MP Wainwright wanteQ to know
why the project was taking so long
to develop fu ll-scale models for
testing in the ocean itse l f,
expressing fears that other nations
would take the lead in the wavepower field by getting models into
practic e while we s o ught
perfection " in the labo ratory ".
Salter said that th e reali abi li ty of
su c h compli c ated m ac h i ne ry
could oe tested best in the " wave
tanks" where , for example, sto rm
conditi ons cou ld be simu lated as
requi red.
Th e discussion moved to the
cr un ch a, ea of cost. The es tima ted

price of electricity from wave
power has tumbled in the past few
years and is now highly
competitive with other sources most noticeably with the nuclear
power station under construction
atTorness . The MPs were
surprisedtohearthatwavepower,
with no fuel costs, could match
nuclear power in terms of capital
cost perunit generating capacity
provided - thesituation , however,
becomes rather more complicated
when one looks at th e extent to
which that capacity may be
utilised .
Dr Salter estim ates a '"load
fa cto r" (actu al power produced as
a percentage o f non-sto p, full
po wer generat ing potential) fo r his
scheme, of 35%. He recko ns thi s

by Jeff Wagner

number 30 British and 2,500
American - the inhabitants were
forced to emigrate to Mauritius.
The island is to act as an advanced
base for the Rapid Deployment
Force - the " most brutal, least
sophisticated way" of conducting
Third World policy.
Mr Cook said that the proliferation of nuclear arms to developing
countries had already brought a
few states to the threshold of
nuclear capability. The weapons
were cheap, "bought off the shelf ".
With military governments in
charge of civilian energy
programmes any encouragement
towards nuclear power was 80 per
cent of the way towards the
nuclear bomb and also Mr Cook
stressed the need for greater
incentives to invest in alternative
sources of energy.
"The experience of counterinsurgency activity" in Britain had
meant important improvements in
conventional weapons, often sold
to brutal regimes , like Amin's
Uganda. "We are prepared to
make weapons for any country
who wants to buy them," Mr Cook
said. We had a '"moral responsibility" for the violence that
ensued.
Finally, an important revelation
was made by the speaker during
the question time. Under the last
Labour government, the Ministry
of Defence concealed from the
Chief Secretary to the Treasury
that it was spending millions on
the Chevaline project for the refitting of Polaris warheads.
would be economically competitive with a nuclear station
achieving a · load factor" of 65%.
Hunterston "A" station (Magnox ,
simple, built 1965) has achieved
90% over the years; Hunterston
"B" (AGR, comp lex, bui lt 1975 and
dogged with difficu lties) has
achieved only 30%.
How, then, can anyone compare
nuclea r and wave power solely by
economic criteria? The MPs
obviously couldn 't answer that·
the discussion on costs was brief
and inconclusive. However they
apparently left impressed by the
progress that has been made in
wave power at the University . If
that impression is conveyed to the
powers that be, the project will get
the finance needed to take wave
powe r from very little floating
o bj ects in the JCMB to very large
floatinp objects in the Atlantic.
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The Soviet View
What CND thinks
of the Russian
aggressor - thei r
line put forward
by Stephen
Marquardt

r
I

The possibility of a nuclear war
and the danger of nuclear devices

in general seem to concern several
people. those who put forward an
anti-nuclear motion at the last GM
for example.
There are indeed a number of
reasons to believe that the threats
to world peace are growing more
and more. I want to examine the
problem under one important
aspect, which relates to the
mentality we have in respect to
current international relations. We
in the West , and especially in
America, have been brought up
and are being educated (by the
mass-media mainly) with the
image of Russian or Communist
expansionism and the danger it
represents for tru~ '' free" world.
The evidence of that danger· the
Soviet arms build-up since 1945
and their armed interventions in
other
countries
(Afghanistan.
Czhecoslovakia) .
These
facts
were an ideal justification for the
Western / American arms increase
As regards armed interventions of
the USA in other states (Vietnam),
they were easily explained with the
containment of Soviet expansion,
i.e. of Communist danger, in other
words with the "protection of
democracy, peace and freedom".
We seem to have accepted this
role of the USA as the protector of
the free world against the
Communist danger. This singlesided way of looking at the eastwest conflict seems to me to be
one of the main reasons for this
conflict. If I were a Soviet student

~~
~(

writing this article for a Soviet
student newspaper. I would write
very similar things , according to
my perception of the world as
taught to me by my Communist
environment· that the Soviet
Union is perfectly justified in
building up its armed forces to
resist the imperialist (American)
danger, the evidence of which can
be seen in the US nuclear potential
and its aggressive interventions in
countries like Vietnam. It is a
problem of perception, of
mentality: it is apparently very

---=-----==---,------ --------'
difficult for us to conceive the
Soviet arms build-up as (from the,r
point of view) a perfectly
reasonable defence against the
US military power. The same, of
course. applies to the Russians.
However. there are some facts
which are worth considering. First,
the geographical position of
Russia, which has good reasons to
feel encircled and threatened on
three different fronts: the
American-European front in the
West, the Chinese-Pakistan front,
and the American-Japanese front

Secondly. the fact that
the USA has pioneered air major
recent technological advances
from the 1970s on: the USA introduced the nuclear bomb in the
mid-1940s (the Soviets in the late
1940s), the i ntercontinenta l
strategic bombers in the mid1950s (the Soviets in the early
1960s), nuclear-powered submarines in the mid 1950s (the
Soviets ,n the late 1950s); the USA
had nuclear-powered aircraftcarriers from 1960 onwards (the
Soviets have none), developed

MIRV· warheads in the late 1960
(the Soviets in the m,d-1970s) and
mention warheads in 1979-80 (th
Soviets apparently have none yet).
It seems that the arms race was not
fuelled by the Russians alone (as
many people pretend). The
problem is that we are not able o
not willing to see things from th
opposite point of view: that 1s why
the current US administration
firmly hold the opinion that
international peace and stability
can only be achieved through a
policy of strengthened superiority. They do not see that
aggressive acts of the Soviets are
chiefly a response to the US
military policy. It seems that
because they consider the Soviet
pol1t1cal system as bad, they are
denying them the right to have
legitimate interests and to fight for
these m erests But every country,
especial!~ he USA, is willing to
use force, to act "aggressively" in
pursuing its interests. Demonstrations of military power and
supenority can never lead to
deterrence and can never procure
respect from other countries -for
the other side it represents a
threat. As long as the Western
countries are defining their
interests against the Soviet
interests. conflicts will be
unavoidable; in that case. actions
1n defence of one's interests must
necessarily appear as aggressive
and threatening to the other. If we
do not change our perception and
mentality in this respect. we will
never be able to reach an
agreement on mutual disarmament This is one of the aims that
CNO is trying to achieve because
this new perception 1s a precondttion if we want the debate
about un1lateraltsm and multilateralism to be conducted on a
sound basis.
· Multiple mdependently targetable reentry vehicles

Bahai Bloodbath
Genocide
March 21st will mark the
beginning of the new year in Iran ,
which for many Bahai's in Iran,
may well be their last. The Islamic
Government of Ayatollah
Khomeini has declared a "holy
war" against the Bahai's - the.
country 's largest religious
minority.
Since the birth of the Bahai'
Faith in Iran, in the middle of the
19th century, the Bahai 's have
been repeated victims of
oppression, persecution,
intolerance. and execution. In the
early yea r o f the faith, over 20,000
believers we re martyred for their
beliefs. Bahai's are peace-loving,
law-abiding citizens, who are
totally uninvolved in politics, as
part of their religion . We now see
the beginn ings of systematic
eliminatio n and genocide of the
Bahai's, in thi s further resurgence
of repression. T he victimisation is
not dissimilar to that of the Jew
during Hitler's regime.
This next stage in the systematic
elimination of the Bahai's will take
place in the new year, when
identity cards will be necessary for
the acquisition of 1ood, and
medical care will not be given to
Baha1s . These cards are
necessary also to buy fuel, and for
bread . In other words, ever aspect
of the existence of Bahai's will be

International rea ction to the
plight of Iran Bahai 's

illegal. One wonders why the
authorities do not allow Bahai's to
leave the country? The answer is
to be found in the comment: "They
keep us to kill us."

Executions
Eight of the nine members of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha1's of Iran were executed on
28th December 1981. No cha rges ,
trial or official announcements of
the executions have been
repc;rted. The information was
obtained by accident. Five are
known to have been buried in a
grave yard reserved for "infidels".
Two of the children of one of the
victims are studying at this
University.
Since the revolution , Bahai's.
have been repeated victims of
violent attacks. Holy places have
been seized and dest royed, grave
ya rds have been desecrated,
members of the ' faith have been
executed without trial. private
property has been looted and
burned. Baha1s have been
threatened with death unless they
recant their faith.
The government has never
recognised the Bahai' Faith. hence
the Bahai's are second class
citizens. Bahai' marriages. even of
long duration, are not recognised
as legal
Bahai' couples are
"involved in prost1tut1on" with
Bahai' children being illegitimate,

with the parents having no rights
bver them.
Iranian Bahai's residing out of
the country are also subject to
discrimination. A recent circular
orders all Iranian embassies to
refrain from renewing or
extending passports.

Fake charges
Bahai's have been wrongly
accused as being agents of
SAVAK, supporters of the ex-Shah
opponents of Islam , spies of Israel
and many other charges.

The Bahai' Faith does not
oppose Islam , and is in fact the
only independent world religion to
annex the divine ongin of Islam
and recognise Krestat1on of
Muhammed .
As stated before, Bahai ·s are
loyal subjects to the government.
Bahai's are not "agents of
Zionism" - by accident of history,
the founder, Baha'1u'llah, was
exiled to Palestine and the world
centre of the Bahai's is now in
modern Israel.

Support for the Iranian Bahai 's
has come from
1. European Parliament,
resolution on 19th September,
1980, and 10th April 1981.
2. Senate of Australia, resolution
26th March 1981.
3. Statements made by the
Commission of Human Rights
on 30th April 1981 by the
Governments of the Netherlands, Canada, Australia and
the UK.
4. Council of Europe, written
declaration No . 88 11th May
1981.
5. UN Human Rights subcommittee resolution 10th
September 1980.
6. Parliament of Canada,
resolution on 16th· July, 1980
and 9th June 1981.
7. Statement made on behalf of
the ten members states of the
Curopean Community in the
Social Committee 30th April
1981.
8. Parliament of the Federal
Republic of Germany 25th
June 1981.
All the valiant efforts of these
international bodies have had no
effect on the Iranian authorities.
No wonder the Bahai's of the
campus fear the wor~t for their
fellow brethern in the country that
is the cradle of their faith
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One nation 100
years on
by Kenny Murray

Of all the criticisms levelled at
the government, the one r believe
to be particularly challenging is
that it is betraying the heritage of
the Conservative Party. 100 years
after the birth of Disraeli's notion
of "o ne nation", many believe that
the direction now being followed
is an undesirable departure from
the principles which provided
much of the backbone of the
party's impressive record on social
reform .
Whenever anyone asks me the
recurrent " Why are you a
Conservative?" question , I always
reply that it is the party which
offers the best prospect of an
improved standard and quality of
life for e.veryone, whatever their
background. On that premise I
know I am on exceedingly firm
ground though the experience of
hisotory . the practice of
economics and the ethical
considerations of justice and
equity. It is usually oo the last
point that the remonstrations of
my socialist friends are most
energetic.
They believe that
justice and equity are inextricably
tied to the idea of equality,
whereas I appreciate that the link
such as it exists, is considerably
more tenuous. The desire for
IIQl6ality is little more than the
idealisation of envy without it
being warranted by the obligation
of justice and equity. Equality for
equality' sake is therefore an
untenable proposition for the
Conservative, on moral as well as
practical grounds.
What therefore is equitable
about three million people
unemployed? The answer of
course is nothing . Mrs Thatcher
would agree. She also agrees with
the commonly expresseo

In reply to B.
Miller Collins's
article on religion

Sir Keith Josep conviction that "something should·
be done about it" Indeed it is
precisely this co nviction that
obliges her to adopt the policies,
which many find unpalatable.
To blame Mrs Thatcher for all
the economic ills of this country is
errant nonsense. Her task is
monumental in that it involves the
eviction from from the national
psyche of deep-seated attitudes
which have been the unfortunate
and disastrous side-effects of the
creation of the welfare state. The
care with which society nowadays
forgets the
ethical identity
of whatever the sta te provide~
must somehow be paid for i~
frightening . The consequences ot
such laxity has been the steavy

Fair'sFair

Student campaign
for electoral
reform present the
merits of PR

Proportional representation is
an essential reform that requires to
be instigated as soon as possible
in electoral law. A change before
the 1984 General Election appears
to be only a remote possibility,
with the present government, so it
is imperative to the political health
of our society that the 1984
election is the last to be conducted
under the " first past the post "
system.
" Proportional Representation "
(PA) is a method of making the
number of seats that a political
party acquires in Parliament
1proportional
to the number of
votes cast for that party . Under the
present system, a party may form a
government, and often does, even
though it doe~ not possess the
highest number of votes cast , let
alone a majority of them (cf.
Labour Party in March 1974). PR
would ensure that at least a
majority of voters get the
government they want - either
directly or in coalition. This would
amount to a far more democratic
government than is at present
elected it would lead to
representative government rather
than prohibitive: ''I'd like to vote for
Bloggs, but if I do I might let Smith
in, so I always vote for Jones." lt is
interesting to reflect on the
·adamance of our present

Religion!
The Rebuff

government over " Majority Rule"
in Rhodesia when they themselves
do not represent " majority rule " what is good enough for the goose
is surely good for the gander too.
Majority rule thus achieved would
lead to consensus politics, rather
than the present destructive
adversarial system. One has only
to look at Michael Foot's pledge
over Mr Norman Tebbit ' s
Employment Bill: "A future Labour
government would repeal this Act
just like the Industrial Relations
Act of 1971" (that is assuming that
there shall be another Labour
government). And the present
government is none the better with
its " privatisation" schemes,
following on the heels of Labour's .
nationalisations of the '60s and
'70s. Evidently vindictive politics
of this nature are no good for the
well. being of our country 's
economic health or social well
being.
At present a lot of voters , for
example, a Liberal in Bolsover, a
Conservative in Glasgow Central
or a Lab our supporter in Bournemouth , are all denied a representative vote they are being
effectively disenfranchised by the
system, because whether they
vote or not they will have no
influence on the outcome of an
election. Indeed , all votes that are
cast against the winning candidate
are " wasted votes". This is a fault
that PR can remedy, without loss
of "consti tuency" MPs , as we shall
see later on. PR will also bring
vested interests more to heel, by
making it much more difficult for
them to acquire power dis-

One Nation .
erosion ot th e count ry 's inherent
abilities to create wealth . The
creation of wealth is the sine qua
non for full employment, rising
standards of living and general
prosp'i{ity.
The objectives then are the
same as Disraeli's, the means are
dictated . not by dogma , but by
events and circumstances in order
that their equitable ends are best
achieved . Ever since Disraeli's day
it has always been the prerogative
of the Conservative Party to take
that course of action necessary to
alleviate the major problems of the
day. In this supreme regard Mrs
Thatcher's government is, far from
r,etraying it, adding to the greal
heritage of tt°l" Conservative Party

proportionate to their numbers in
society, e.g . lawyers and company
directors who comprise the bulk of
Parliament at present.
An argument that is constantly
levelled against PR is that it
favours coalition governrr.:Jnt and
is therefore inherently unstable.
But in a democratic society, if
people want a coalition
government, why should they be
prevented from electing one by a
voting system that is archaic.
Besides which, we can hardly have
a much less stable system than at
present - overnight we lurch from
five years of stable Socialist
government to reactionary
toryism. If that 's stability please
tell me what is instability.
In Europe every other noncommunist nation, except
France, operates a form of PR.
Italy's system, it can be argued,
has produced 35 governments in
almost as many years. But then
Weimar Germany's success since
the war is, at least in part, due to
the stability of government that
PR has given them.
Various PR systems are open to
us:

1. Total PR
The whole country becomes
one constituency and seats are
acquired in direct proportion to
votes cast. This means that
elections vote on central party lists
and there are no " local MPs". Also
crackpot fringe parties often hold
the balance of power and so exert
disproportionate influence in
government. e.g. Israel.
This method excites no great

I feel slightly nervous writing
this reply to your article because I
have a hazy suspicion that your
article was only a mockery of a
possible Christian stance and not
intended seriously at all. Anyway .
The second reservation I had to
overcome before putting pen to
paper was that your attitude was
so smug, I wondered if it wasn't
better iust to leave you to wallow in
your " pe.rfect contentment" which
you are achieving by "finding God
through Christ".
Is there really such a gulf
between people like you who have
seen the light and hold the key to
eternal life and teeth-gnashing
wretches like me whose first
utterance to doubt the existence of
God proves me to be not only
spiritually blind but also an
instrument of Satan (whatever that
is)?
You mention th at before your
conversion you lived your life in a
selfish manner by which you seem
to imply that everyone who doesn 't
believe in God also lives a selfish
life. Is there then no hope for me?
Is every act I perform to be
condemned on the grounds that it
has some self-centred motive? I
find it hard to believe that anyone
claiming to be a Christian could
possibly be so cynical as to say
yes. In which case, why can't I live
just as valuable a life as you
struggling (perhaps just as
hopelessly as you) to live up to a
selfless ideal without having to
concoct some sort of relationship
with a metaphysical concept.
What I am saying is that since
there's no need to believe in God to
lead a " good" (i.e. not selfcentred) life, there is no point in
bothering in it at all. You yourself
say that there was no need (I
presume you mean physical or
mental) to turn to Christ but you
say you came to a realisation that
" I had been living my own life,
deal of support in this country, and
not surprisingly with organisations such as NF , SWP, WRP and
the Science Fiction Loony Party
poised to obtain disproportionate
influence.
2. The Additional Member System
(AMS)
This is a modified form of the
West German system, sui tably
adjusted for the British electoral
palate by a committee on Electoral
Reform under Lord Blake. The
scheme would operate thus : 75 per
cent of seats in the House of
Commons would be elected, as
now, by· the "first past the post"
system. The remaining 25 per cent
of seats would be filled so as to
achieve a result that was more
porportional to votes cast. The
MPs for this proportional element
would be selected from the "bes t
losers" in the " first past the pst"
election. Thus the " local MP" is
,Preserved and all the MPs are
subjected to electoral scrutiny
(unlike the West German system,
where the 25 per cent come from
pre-selected party lists).

3. The Single Transferable Vote
(STV)
This old Liberal favourite entails
discounting the "o ne MP one
constituency". Large constituencies would be created with three,
four or five seats - the more seats
the more proportional the result .

away from God ... " (which two
things, I hope I have showa, are
not mutually dependent), " ... and
that I had deeply hurt Him ". This
last statement begs the question:
" How did you come to realise
that?" Did you have a vision? Did
you hear an inner voice? {One
miaht be justified in a mild
scepticism about these two
possibilities, acquainted as we are
with the power of the human
imagination.) Or did it merely
occur to you that if there was such
a thing as God as conceived by the
Christian, he would be hurt by the
way you were behaving?
Without condemning all religion
as valueless, I would like to
suggest that yours is founded on
very shaky ground. lf religious
belief is a means by which you aim
to lead a less selfish life, then I
would be the last to condemn it.
but while it's inspiring you to write
smug, self-righteous and irritating
articles as appeared in last week's
Student, I feel justified in
questioning it.
Lube.
The voter votes by indicating
preferance amongst the candidates, using numbers, e.g ..
Fred B loggs (Con) 5
John Smi th (Lab) 3
Mary Jones (Lib) 3
Geoff Patel (SOP) 4
Ian McVie (Ecol) 1
The Returning Officer wou ld set
a quota according to this formula:
Votes Cast + 1
Seats + 1
Which means to get ~lected in a
three-seat constituency you ne0d
¼ of votes +1, in a four-seat
constituency you need 1/ 5 the
votes cast + 1 and in a five-seat
constituency you need 1/ 6 of the
votes cast + 1 etc.
Once this great reform is
achieved, and it ls long overdue
{Parliamentary committees were
deliberated upon it for nearly half a
century), then the door is open fo,
reform of other archaic aspects ol
ou r government system: the
hereditary element of the House ol
Lords, local governments
relationship with Parliament , anc
the en tire legal system' could de
with an overhaul too.
Recently a Student Campaign
for Electoral Reform (SCER) has
been launched, if you wish to get
more information or form an
Edinburgh branch , write to
Student Campaign for Electoral
Reform, 60 Chandos Place,
London, WC2.
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Poland •• The Truth
Can we believe in the large-scale internments and executions which Warsaw rumours supposedly
describe? Or do we trust the Polish government statements instead?
'Student' talked to two people.
of quite different political persuasions, who have a
intimate
knowledge of Poland.
more
Greg Drozdz is a
Final Year History
student at Edinburgh , whose family still live in
Warsaw. He talks of
the complexity of
the struggle which
his compatriots are
fighting, against
both their own
government and
the Kremlin.
~

The declaration of martial law in
Poland on 13th December 1981
sent shockwaves not only through
the Eastern bloc, but through the
countries of the West too.
Due to my own Polish
background , I feel part of the
strugg le in Poland but at the same
time so hopelessly removed from
the present situation in Poland I
cannot claim to fully understand
many of the political/ economic
aspects of the movement but from
my own experiences in Poland I
have some idea, I feel , of the
groundswell associated with the
birth of "Solidarnosc".

There exists in Poland a
pathological hatred of the
Russians , and also of the
Communist Party. Only 7 per cent
of the population belong to the
Communist Party. One member of
my family who joined the
Communist Party was completely
ostracised by the rest of the family .
I also remember driving along the
Warsaw-Moscow road and being
shown the spot where the Russian
advance had halted at the end of
the last war. They purposely
refused to give help to the
beleaguered Poles in the Ghetto in
their rising against the Nazis. My
guide spoke bitterly of this action
and, looking towards the East, he
raised two fingers in an
unceremonious gesture.
Another gesture of defiance to
Moscow has been the strength of
the Church in Poland. At
crossroads, all across the Polish
countryside, travellers will usually
find garlanded shrines. These are
occasionally pulled down by the
authorities, but more often than
not they remain where they are. I
well remember having to listen toa
church service relayed by
loudspeakers to an audience
outside the church, because all the
pews were full .
Another element to be found in
the Solidarnosc movement is the
sense of national pride amongst its
members. Fostered by years of
foreign occupation, the Poles have
an inner sense of being a people
apart, of being of one km . The
Poles have faithfully restored all
the old palaces that were razed to

the ground by the Nazis. Medieval
Gdansk has been rebuilt and the
Stare Miasta (Old Town) in
Warsaw is looked upon by Poles as
a great achievement.
The great urban redevelopment
of places like Warsaw, after the last
war , has been used as a model for
the West. However, Poles too have
their " inner city" problems,
though. There are large, concrete,
anonymous blocks of flats in many
of their cities in which living space
is minimal. There is a capitalist
class in Poland . I visited what
amounted to a villa of a prominent
businessman within Warsaw itself.
Palatial steps led to an expansive
garden. This contrasted stark ly
with the poverty and squalor in
which one of my aunts lived . There
was no running water, no money
for food , threadbare and meagre
furniture and the menace of kids
throwing stones at her windows.
The state is omnipresent. My.

grandfather bequeathed a plot ~f been going on for a long time. A
his land to my own father. ,friend who came to visit in
There had been plans to develop Christmas 1980 told us of how she
that land since 1945. To this day had had to sign a form agreeing to
the authorities have blocked all return to Poland . Failure to return
attempts to build on it, desprte an would have meant the seizure of
acute house shortage in their ·t,er possessions. Despite this ,
village where the land is situated.· other Poles on her ship were
One of my uncles owns his own i ndeed walking off and not
market gardening concern and returning.
Talk in the media at the moment
has been placed in jail several
is of whether or not Solidarnosc
rimes for "'earning too much ". The
wanted too much, too soon. I have
State has spies everywhere.
some idea of the enormity of the
task that faced them . I know that
Too much, too soon?
villagers are very isolated and will
not stray beyond their village
boundaries. The support of ~uch
communities has to be allied to the
Reports reaching the West tell of
support
of the industrial workers
the impressment of food supplies
of the shipyards, coal mines and
from the West by the government.
factories of the large urban
Customs officials have often been
conglomerates. Solidarity has to
the first link in the black market
find room for intellectuals and
chain. My grandmother's wedding
students too . Maybe the
ring , which had been sent to my
honeymoon lasted for a while but
mother concealed in a book, had
these groups cannot be reconciled
been taken out somewhere along
forever. There will always ben the
the line. At the present very little
news is coming out through the " hawks" and the " doves" within
official channels. I received a
Solidarnosc.
The burden of shouldering the
Christmas card and a postcard
aspirations of all these groups may
from a corresponding cousin in
well
prove to be the downfall of
Warsaw. The envelopes were
Solidarnosc. I hope not, for I fear
stamped " Nie Cenzurowano" "puppet Solidarnosc" after
not censored . However, a letter a
martial law. It seems to me that the
from another cousin had been
destiny of Poland lies not with a
opened and merely stapled back
Pole in the Vatican, but with a
and sent on its way.
humble, unemployed electrician.
One of my cousins has made it
to the West and is living in London. Whatever happens within the next
few months, the memory of the last
He and his wife came as tourists
two years cannot be erased . As
and just walked off the ship last
Lech Walesa said : '' There will
October. This is a process that has
always be a glow within us."

POLA ND

Left-wing journalist Eva Barker has
spent three months
in Poland , and has
thus learnt much
about the true
nature of Solidarnosc, and about
what's really been
happening since it
was suppressed by
the government.
Patrick Cun ninghame reports.
In August 1980, the long-hopedfor '"New" Poland came into being
with the arrival of the first free
trade union in a Communist
coUntry, ··solida rnos c". Eva
Barker. reporting for the Social1s1
Worker newspaper. was fortunate

enough to be there during the
heady autumn days of optim ism
and change that followed . T hen
last year's crisis, disi ll usior., and
loss of direction pre-empt~d
General Jaruselski's final extinction of those faint glimmers of the
world 's first genuinely democratic
socialist state. From contacts she
made during her stay, Eva has
been able to get hold of smuggledout information . It appears that
although some people believe that
Jaruselski is on the verge of giving
in , Solidarity as such has been
crushed by the same reactionary
forces of vested interest that also
oppress the peoples of El
Salvador, Iran and Turkey, to
name but a few.
··A life-and-death conflic t
between the workers and the
state-army partnership was
inevitable," she continued, "once
Solidarity had failed to become an
integral part of the socialist state
machinery that its leaders had
wanted. They had hoped to
surround the monolothic Party
state with independent free
socialist institutions which would
prevent its worst excesses. such as
the violence. corruption and
elitism which allowed the police to
vic,ouSly beat up workers after

they had agreed to go back to work
after the 1976 general strike, and at
the same time provided special
hospitals and plush residences for
their thugs.
"Anot her area of crucial difference that prevented any chance of
a part nership between Solidarity
and the state were their quite
divergent conceptions of how the
economy should be run . The
Polish 'communist· state's
economy has always been run
along the lines of competition with
other Eastern Bloc countries and
the West. Hence the huge steel
mills and coal mines of Silesia
where the needs of the workers are
a cost of production, rath er than.
the aim. Solidarit y, particularly the
rank and fi le. wished to change
this who le emphasis, and provide
a workers' self-managed economy
that would be based on providing
goods and a decent standard of
living for the Peles themselves.
putting an end to the interminable
food queues and shortages which
dominate everyday life. Selfm an age men t , whereby the
workers run the factories with
state managers and bureaucrats in
a subordinate role . was also to be
extended to local government.
Workers· councils would take over

the duties and role of the state and
become semi-autonomous.
However , the leade r ship of
Solidarity were not entirely in
accord with the radical policy of
decentralisation and the redelegation of power, championed by the
rank and file, and thus the fatal
division occurred that allowed
Jaruselski to step in and end the
experiment altogether. Solidarity
also made the mistake of trusting
the state's 'good intentions' and
not winning over the ordinary
soldier and policeman to their
cause."

How many died?
Surely more than nine people,
which is• the Polish government's
official figure , were killed over
Christmas?
''Certainly there wer0. In fact the
only reason that the figu re is so
high was because miners in the
Wujek colliery threatened to kill
five police hostages unless the
deaths of seven miners were
reported . After the marches and
massacres of 1970 outside the
Gdansk and Stella sh ipyards,
when ,t was off1c1ally claimed that
17 people had been killed, the
Warsk1 shipyard workers

commission worked out that the
real figure was something like six
or seven hundred. What has
happened since December 18th
makes those events seem paltry in
comparison. It may be years
before we know the true cost of the
Polish people's attempt to break
free from the tyranny of the state
and rule their own lives."
But what about Poland at present
are Solidarity grateful or
embarrassed about the enormous
support they have received from
the West?
"Obviously, they are very
grateful , even though Solidarity
regard Reagan as an enemy of the
workers, as he showed with the
imprisonment last year of ·the
striking air traffic controlers.
However, Poland has always been
pro-West since 1945 when the
Russians clamped down so hard
that anyone with a radio or
typewriter was imprisoned . But
their appreciation of the West's
support does not mean there 1s a
widespread desire for a return to
capita lism. On the contra ry ,
Solidarity have always said that
the anti-socialist elements in
Poland are in the government
,tself."
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Films
Mephlsto (AA) 6.00
More German maschochism as
they wa llow in the painfu l period o f
pre-way Germany. We ll , it was a
pretty bad time so may be it's a
good idea. Hans Maria Braun dauer, d riven by an urge tc be
fa m ous an d p l ay Ha mlet,
discovers that i n order to achieve
th is by toa dy ing to the Nazis he
must los this art ist ic freedo m.

Odeon

Cameo

ABC

Eye of the Needle (AA )
4.30, 8.30
Utter dross from Donald
Sutherland as a German spy who
discovers a British invasionary
force made out of papier mache.
The film is apparently based on

Arthur (AA)
2.25, 5.00, 7.50
Still here after many long weeks.
It's OK, I guess. an d you might as
wel l go see it if you haven't yet. Or
you might want to save your
money. Not a very inspi ring report.
I'm afraid. but I'm getti ng awfully
tired of writing abou t the damn
film.

fact. So what? It's still bo r ing.

Classic
A Matter of Love (X)
12.30, 3.25, 6.20
I don't think I need go into detail.
They already go into enough as it
is.

Body Heat (X)
1.30, 4.25, 7.30
This really is a pretty good thriller,
if you like that sort of thing. A
beautiful woman . a lover, murder
- joined together to form a seedy
picture of sex and crime. With
Kathleen Turner in her first
starring role.

Dominion 1-2-3
Ra iders of the Lost Ark (A)
3.21, 5.54, 8.27
Welcome back. An excellent
adventure yarn with Harrison Ford
(Star Wars 1- 13, Apocalypse Now)
as a bullwhip cracking university
lecturer who takes on droves of
Nazis, snakes and flaws in the plot
to come out top-dog in the end.

Death Hunt (X)
4.19, 8.49
The advertising for this film
glorifies its violence, which is a
pity because it really doesn't
deserve that kind of treatment. A
hunter feels sympathy with the
man he's hunting and vice-versa.
Unfortunately the pack of goons in
the posse couldn't care less. With
Charles Bronson, Lee Marvin and
Ang ie Dickinson.

Showing with The Big Brawl (AA)
2.30, 7.00
Jackie Chan is the new darling boy
of the martial arts flick. Slightly
more innocent and stupid than
Bruce Lee, he adds a much needed
hum_o rous touch to this type of
movre.
However. it's still all trash .

Gregory's Gi rl (A)
3.00, 5.20, 8.15
Now in its 26th week, so somebody
around here must like it.

C aley
Heavy Metal (AA)
4.30, 8.05
Sc1ence-f1ction cartoon fantasy
fo r people with long-type hair and
pea-type brains. They w ill be sorry
to hear that all the erotic bits have
been cut out by the producers, but
never mind, lads - the music is
probably far more pneumat ic than
any of the girls were, so you can
relieve your adolescent frustrations by jacking off to that instead.

Torn Between Two Lovers (AA)
1.20, 4.55, 8.35

,Last Snows of Spring (A)
4.00, 6.45
I don't think you 'll like these films.
Really, just take my wo rd fo r it.
That is, not unless you're middle
aged and very boring . Come to
think of it, there is someone w ho
might .

Calton
The T in Drum (X)
5.00, 8.00
An excellent attempt at f ilming
Gunter Grass' fiendishly tr icky
book, which thrusts the viewer
str aight into the filth an d slime o f
pre-war Germany.

Playhouse
The Octagon (X)
A Force of Arms (X)
Thurs , Fri, Sat at 11 pm
Kung-fu double bill. Skip it.

Alligator
From Mon. 1st march
5 pm and 7.30 pm.

An American Werewolf in London
(X) 8.40
A film about a fe ll ow w ho tu rns
into a wo lf - do n't bel ieve a wo rri
of it myself. A nyway, John Landis
adds another fi lm to the werewolf
genre with humour and poin ts out
a few flaws in the originals. For
instance, a werewolf always tea rs
off all its clothes - but how does it
get back home when it changes
back into a human? A good
movie .. If you want to see Elton
John in a Donald Duck suit, show
up at 7.30.
Rocky Horror Picture Show (AA)
Young Frankenstein {AA)
Fri and Sa t 11.15 pm
Hilarious double bil l, bo th about
scientists trying to create a man.
The first doctor is a bisexual
transvestite, but the second one is
pretty weird . Not to be missed .

Tevlot Row FIims
Th e Ti n Drum
at 7.30 pm. 60 p.
Newlngton Anti-Nuclear Group
Open meet ing at Marchmont, St
Giles Ch u rch Hall, Kilg raston
Road , at 8 pm . Sho w ing film
"Su icide o r Survival " and a talk by
Ken Jo nes and Ro bi n McW hirter.
CND meets in Societ ies Ce ntre, 79 pm. T his wee k: talk about the
Russia n th rea t.

Fri 26th Feb
Teviot Row
Di sco with music fro m Irish Pete
an d Black Vinyl. Th ree late bars till
1 am. Plus live music from Spi es in
the Par k Room and Dealer's
Choice in th e T eviot Bar.

Lunchtime Jazz in the Park Room
with Cloud Howe.
Economics Society : Pub lunc h at 1
pm in Southsider.
Labour Club: DHT Fac ulty Roo m
No rth at 1 pm .

Student TV
Show ing in Pl easance B ar at 1.30

Music
Queen 's Hall
25 th Feb at 7.45 pm
Scot ti sh C hamber O rchestra
Mozart Piano Concerto No 23
Stravi nsk y Co nce rto fo r st rin gs
Beethoven Symphony No 2.

Reid tiall
26th Feb at 1.10
Stuart Campbell plays Sweelinck.

EU Film Society
Forthcoming

25th Feb at 7.30
Poems by Robert Frost set to
music by Geo ff rey K ing. Carolyn
Coxon , soprano an d Richard
Beauchamp at the piano. T he programme also inc ludes wo rk s by
Pu rcel l, Faure and Isobe l Du nlop.

Events
Fri 26th Feb
George Square Theatre
6.45 pm Island of Lost Souls
8.15 pm Romy Schneider
Tavernier's Deathwatch

Fraser Sutherland, ·holder of
Scottish / Ca n ad i an Wr iters'
Fel low sh ip 1982, will ta lk o n
Modern Ca nadian Poetry, 1 pm , in
DHT, Room 5.05.

in

Sun 28th Feb
Playhouse
6.45 pm Amityvllle Horror
8 .55 pm To be announced
('Brubaker' withdrawn) .

Wed 3rd March
George Square Theatre
6.45 pm Gerard Depardieu in Les
Chiens
8.30 pm Star-trek - the motion
picture.
Note:
a meeting w ill be held o n Tues.
2nd march 7.30 pm in th e large
room beh ind the ba r, Soc ieties
Cent re, 60 The Pleasance, fo r all
members of Fi lm Soc. interes ting
in voting fo r the selec ti on o f films
for next yea r's programme.
Suggestions fo r films shou ld be
written in Comments Book o r
handed to a Committee Member
be fore the meeting.
A_ndrew Phillips

St Cecllla's Hall
27th Feb at 8 pm
Geo rgia n Concert Societ y.
Nell Mackle (teno r) w ill gi ve a
Lei der rec ita l includ ing ca nonettas by Haydn, liede r by
Beethoven and Schube rt's songycle Di Schone Mu llerin .

Usher Hall
26th and 27 th Feb
SNO co nce rt; joi ned by SNO
Chorus and the Lau lu-Miehet M ale Vo ice Cho ir.
Sibeli us nig ht.

Pop
Fri 26th Feb
Heriot-Watt
Dol ly Mixtures/ Ques tions
Those of you wi t h Jam tickets will
see the Questions supporting.
Here, they're part of Respond
Records publicity tour. Fun if you
want it.
N ile Club
Theatre o l Hate
Ki r k Brandon and is oh-so-hateful
frie n ds give you carefu l ,
considered , thinking rebellion .
You'll be t here won't you?
Everybody else will.

Sun 28th
JJ's

Thurs 27th

Conform. deform . Impress,
regress . Pils? Yes please.

Nile Club
Epsilon/Technique Is
Epsilon were so popular at Buster
Brown's with over 400 coming to
view, despite the venue. Coming
up on Riverside soon.Technique Is
were ignored by hundreds at JJ's.
Will they improve on this?

Glasgow Apollo
Anti Nowhere League / Vice
Squad / Exploited. Forget Toxteth,
Brixton The 198'2 summer nots
(new improved version) start here.
Will the Apollo's insurance be
sufficient? Invent/So lvent.

tl
m
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Hot
Spot
ts

•t 27th Feb

itl!SOC Ceilidh
2 pm at Nicolson Square
hodist Church . Tickets S0p

any member.

-

Reggae and

SU
py Hour from 7 till 9 pm . Most
ks reduced to 3Sp. L ive music
Hunter Jazz Tri o.
nburgh Arab Society
ate on Human Rights in
ieties Centre. Contact Ara!J
iety for furth er details.

The Police and the Public in
Scotland today: Publi c semina r in
DHT Lecture Hall B. Programme
starts at 9.1S am .
Women Live in Scotland
Astoria, Abbey Road, 10-11 pm .
Comedy and music from Sue
Alexander , Sue Th o rpe a nd
oth ers.
East West Centre

Macrobiotic cooking - Macrobiotic Philosophy with Denny and
Judy Waxman . Saturday and
Sunday, 10 am-6 pm . Cost £17 .50.

Sun 28th Feb
University service in Kirk of the
Greyfriars at 11 am . Professor
Nicholas L. A. Lash, Profe ss or of
Divin ity and Fell o w of St Edmund's
House, Cambridge, · talk s o n
"Images of the Servant".

Tevlot Row
Second sh ow ing o f The Tin Drum
at 2.45 in Debating Hall. 60p.

Methsoc AGM
at 8 pm in th e So ciety Room ,
Nicol son Square Churc h.

Tues 2nd Mar
Chambers Street Union
Happy Hour from 8-9 pm .
spirits 29p , Beer 39p.

Wed 3rd Mar
EU Scottish Nationalist Associa tion meets at 1 pm in the Pl easanc e
Bar.
. The Grand Edinburgh Adventuring Society meets at 7pm at

Pleasan ce.
Polish Society Lunch
Teviot Row D ining room, at 12.30
p m.

ibitions

The Henderson Gallery

Until 31st Marc h
David Allan
Sacre me nts an d
Bacchanals. Watercolours and
drawings on sacred and pro fame
drawings o n sac red and profane
themes.

National Gallery of
Scotland
Until 2nd M ay
Thomas Graham Brown .

'Jntil 4th Marc h.
Natercolou rs by a visti ng artist
·ro m A lanta, USA.
"1ary Cooper-Smith .

Talbot Rice Art Centre
Until 3rd April.
Scu lptu re by Fred Bushe.

New 57 Gallery
Unti l 27th Feb
John Walker Drawings.

The City Art Centre
Until 27th March
Michael Ayrlon .
Until 13th March
Twentieth Century
Painters.

National Portrait Gallery
Edinburgh

The Shore Gallery
Until 10th March
In the Kingdom Paintings
Alastair Buchanan .

Until 28th Feb
A sidelong look at the ro le played
by Scots in the building of the
British Empire.

The Scottish Gallery

Abacus
Until 12th March
Gill Tyson and marjorie Campbell
- Mixed Exhibition.

At the botto m of the Canongate is
White Horse Close, an . origin al
coac h ing terminus and a uniqu e
survival of the 17th century. A
range of buildings encloses a long
courtyard at the rear of which was
the White Horse Inn, frequented
by officers in Prince Charles
Edward's army .

Churchhill Theatre
The Scotti sh Wo men's Rural
Institute present a one-night
festival.
Th urs 25th Feb 7.30 pm
Th e Sco tt ish Community Drama
Associat ion p resent a one-night
fes tival Sat 27th Feb 7 .30 pm .

Palace of Holyrood
Until 28th Feb
Royal Wedding Gift Exhibition .
Wedding Dress and Bridesmaid's
Dress. Beware the 3-hour queues
th o ugh.

Adam House
The Italian Department present
Sabato, domenica e lunedi
by Eduardo De Filippo
Thurs 25th and Fri , 26th Feb, 7.30
pm . Students 50p.

Near Riddle's Co urt is Brodie's
Close, wh ere Deacon William
Brodie, a town councillor by day
and a burglar by n ight, lived before
being tried and hanged , ironically
on a gibbet of his own invention , in
1788. Deacon Brodie was the
prototype of Stevenson's " Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde" .

Riddle's Court
This was where David Hume lived
before he moved to James' Court .
Near the Lawnmarket, it is noteworthy for its crow-stepped
gables, its turret staircase and its
painted ceilings.

Near the east door of St Giles
Cathedral stands the Mercat
Cross. Besides being a focal point
for trade in bygone days, the Cross
al so served at various times as a
place of execution, a centre of
public rejoicing and entertainment , and the seat from which
royal proclamations were made.

The Scottish Experience
Until 27th Feb
The best of 369 Gallery.

Sport
Football
Hiberni an v. Celtic, at Easter Rd .
Heart s v. Raith R ov ers , at
Tyn ecastl e Park .

Kings Theatre
The Gil bert and Sulli van Soc iety
present The Zoo and Pirates Of
Penzance. Until Sat 27th Feb.

Royal Lyceum
The Sco tti sh Th ea tre Co mpeny
present Man Of The World by
Charles Mac lin . Until Sa t 27 th Feb .

Astoria
Abbey M ount
Wo men Live In Scbtland late-night
shows:
Mother Hen Theatre
Company , Scotland's on ly all
w omen theatre company present
highlig hts of their new review True
Con fessions.
Sat 27th Feb 10 pm.

Brodie's Close

Mercat Cross

Theatre

on 1st

White Horse Close

by

Until 6th March
Penelope Beaton ARSA , RSW.
Retrospective Exhibition. Sy lvia
von Hartmann - Wax paintings,
drawings and prints.

asters
rcut 100/ Aztec Camera
deuxieme "gig du semaine".
! Haircuts st ra ngely have none
•Peak of, but pu re danceabi lity
3 them a cut above the rest in
perfect dispoability ratings .
Depeche Mode of funk . Aztec
nera , fresh from success
Porting Killing Joke' Do they
bear the scars?

Taken A-back!

Playhouse Theatre
My Fair Lady with T o ny Britton
a~d- Anna Neagle.
Until Sat 27 th Feb 7.30 pm (Wed
and Sat mat inee at 2.30 pm ).

Church Hill Theatre
Lei theatre
Present a delightful com edy
Ring Around Th e Moon by Jean
Anovi lh , adapted by C hristopher
Fry .
Wed 3rd Marc h to Sat 6th March al
7.30 pm. Ti c ket s £1 .25.

Thurs 25th Feb
Greyhound Racing: Powderhall
Stad ium , 7.30 pm .
Not much missed during the
breakd own in commun ication
with Powderhall over the last three
Thursdays, though we d id manage
to gel half the card and the threesta r select ion (which duly obliged)
in las t week .
T onight , Very Friendly should
get us off in winning vein in the
first race. T he little bitch appears
to have less opposition in this
event and should build up a
healt hy lead in the inside. Nana 's
Again may lead her on the outside
but , inevitably, collapses in a heap
in the home stretch so should offer
no serious threat.
Another fast breaker appears in
the fifth race. Blue Fox , racing
from tr ap 4. Of these two Blue Fox
is defin itely do wn -graded and for
this rea so n is the nap selection .

Th e rest of the card is tight with
Peppermint Sam in the third
tempting th e punter yet again , and
in th e final event Lady Lindoris has
been gifted a co uple o f yard s fro m
th e back mark er aft er a goo d run in
last Satu rday's distance fin al.
Looks to be in wi th a c hance.
If Able Agent was perf orming
the way he shou ld the odds in this
race wou l d be prohibitive ,
neve rtheless he's still wo rth a bet
in this company.
The rest of the card I leave to
you : recent results have not made
me over-confident about making
selectio ns, but if you should get a
return from the above save it for
Saturday: in the final event ; hen
Wellspring Magpi races against
opposition to wh ich he handed out
yards in the recent Sp r ing
Sweepstakes. Help you rself'
For tonight:
... BLUE FOX
..VERY FRIENDLY
Sat : '"Wellspri ng Magpi
Kavey Kanem

Sat 27th Feb
Greyhound Racing: Pow derh all
Stadium . 7.30 pm .
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Punch'. .
Punch!. .
Punch !.

can
can
can

In factories where they are made
all across Tin Canning Land,
pleasant music is playing
an up tempo serenade
to the machine and its worker
as he treads the pedal in time.
In bright and eerie Debenhams
all across Town Planning Land,
it is singing one sweet nothing
to the housewife as her hand
chooses one from a million
identical tin cans.
SIGHTHILL
Saturday. Walk. Teams kicking against wind. Isolated in sound
against my own weather.
Raised from the ground by the sound that pounds.
Probably happy. Happy in capsules between the work and the worry.
Work and the worry of hot working. Loud enough to out shout the
worry for now. Trying too hard to make beauty from the time .

Factories in a row, a long time since we had snow. The idea of
working there. The idea of a life in that corrugated half-

cylinder appealing: the reality of a few hours appalling. Thought
and being. Or the thought and the thought of being. The
latter I ca n do with no overalls, the former is me all over.
Cars court couples in sunny lanes . Wife in front scrabbling fur
descriptions-it works . But another man couple had it-had her
too-check 1t right. not still too late tonight. get sight of
the lights. hit the brakes , snakes, takes me too long to walk
past them,· hi Ian come for a ride on the moors, you' ll lik e my
wife's (cl)ass (l)ess. Turning back going on. Going on (eventually
to Ethicon) . Hill
My right-the COUNTRY (applause)
My leftthe INDUSTRY (sounds inaudible over the din of the sir, of the
of th_e grin on the chin of the bin of the min zin pin win xin
yin Im. Sin .)
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Arrividerci Roma
A short story by A. Pile

Rome , circa 44 BC , was to all
intents and purposes The
Swinging Capital of Europe. It had
yet to decline and fall and become
musically burned by Nero, and as
Christianity had not yet been
invented, the lion-keepers had a
lot of spare time which they spent
telling Jewish jokes. The city was
ruled by the so-called "Gang of
Three" - Big Daddy Julius Caius

Caesar , who came, saw.
conquered , and then, as if that
wasn 't enough, decided to write
about it as we ll ; Octavius,
sometimes called Augustus , who
could never decide what he
wanted to be called but simply
hated his nickname, ''Bigarse";
and a trave llin g pedlar named
Enri co Guiseppi Ravioli , who was
kn own to make pretty darned
excellent Neapolitan ice-cream.
History has not treated Enrico
well, but space does not permit the
telling o f his particular story just

here.
The spot where Helen and Dick
(those intrepid time travellers (for
the benefit of late readers))

alighted was Caesar's Palace, a
ritzy little affair and no mistake
which nestled by the side of
Rom e's hills. Caesar was writing
something for one of his books
when Helen and Dick su rprised
him , and after he had asked the
usual borin g, mundane timeconsuming questions like who
th ey were and how did they get
here, deman ded their assistance.
" H ere," he s8.id, "can you think
of a word rhyming with 'pericu lo'?"
''I'm sorry, but I don't know
much Latin ," replied Dick. " In fact,
I'm surprised I can understand a
wo rd you're saying at all."
"1 think it might have something
to do with that omniscient narrator
charactor who keeps hanging
around ," said Helen (who was not
just a pretty face) astutely. "Ou rs is
not to question why. "
"
just to get on with the
bl eeding job," finished Caesar
laconicall y (but in Latin of course).
He put his quill down and

scratched
himself, and then
poured out a flagon of wine.
"A strange thing happened to
me today when l-was-walkingdown-the-street," he reflected.
"An old man, dressed in rags,
came up to me and starts going on
about 'Beware the Ides of March,
Beware the Ides of March'."
" I can't remember," said Dick
thoughtfully, "bu t was he the First
Citizen or the Second Citizen?"
" Neither," corrected Caeser, "he
was the soothsayer. Or that' s what
he said. But he might have been
telling me an unsooth."
" Did he say anything else?"
"Yep. He suggested I have a toga
made out of chain mail. The very
idea!" he scoffed. " Everyone
would be looking at me - t had a
bad enough reaction when I
started going out in hats made out
of laurel leaves."
" Well, if he really is a soothsayer I should take heed of what he
says," advised Helen.
Dick, who knew his Shakespeare (but was positive he'd
never heard of Enrico Guiseppi
Ravioli) realised that nothing
could be done and that Caesar's

Sport ...
Volleyball
Last Saturday the volleyball
team travelled to the Kingdom to
the N orth to meet Kirkcaldy. In the
tw o previous encounters. Edinburgh came off second best, but
since ou r level of play had
improved of late, we were fairly
confident. Moreover, we were
per ce pt ive of our underdog sta tu s
- a factor o f major importan ce to
our on-court att itude. Our season
has been dominated by upset psy
ps y hcology - a rising enthusiasm
has carr ied us over stronger
opponents, while complacency
has led to losses to the weaker.
Saturday's match, a mini-study,
was no exception as we. inspired ,
charged ahead to a two-set lead.
Partially surprised at this lead. and
in two easy sets as well. we
apparently relaxed while Fife
gained momentum to win the third
set. An initial cold spell settled on
us in the foUrth set. yet we
returned to only narrowly lose it as
well. And sadly, the final set was
lost easily, an anticlimax.
Sunday was the second intermural volleyball tournament . With
17 teams entered it looked like a
long day; yet, despite occasionaly
lengthy gaps between sets. the
day went quickly. The teams were
initially partitioned into four
groups of 4-5 teams each. each
group selection a winner through
round-robin play. The winners of
thos matches , the semi-finalists.
were Dobbin's Diggers. Dorix. the
ubiquitous SMEGMA and Artificial
Intelligence. From these, Dobbin 's
Diggers and Oorix went on to the
final, with the Diggers. captained

by Robin Thompson . ending as
champions and trophy-holders.

SKI COURSES 1982
The Physical Education Department's annual "Ski Week '' will this
year be held from the 25th-30th
March 1982 at G lencoe. The
course is designed for all levels of
abi lit y wi th the objective of
improving an individual's level of
performance by intensive
instruction. Th erefore . beginners
and advanced skiers are all
welcome .
Accommodation is at the
Firbush Point Field Centre and
students are transported daily to
and from the ski slopes. on the four
skiing days.
The price of the course is £72 for
students and £77 for staff. Tnis
includes accommodation. films,
travel and ski passes. It does not
include ski equipment. This may
be hired from the Physical
Education Department at a cost of
£6 for skis and £4 for boots.
Bookings are now being taken at
the Sports Office, 46 Pleasance
(667 1011 . ext 4458) and for any
further information please contac t
Mr A. D. Lemons at the PE
Department , ext 4457 .
Ski Weekends
There are still a few vacancies
for individuals, both staff and
students. on the PE Department
ski weekends on the 5th-7th March
and the 12th-14th March.
Bookings for this are taken as
above. Please do not hesitate to
contact the PE Department for any
further information .
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number was in a direction
decidedly opposite from down,
said nothing and crossed himself,
before he realised he was being a
little premature.
Caesar ordered some more wine
and they all became exceedingly
drunk.
The next day Caesar woke up
with a hangover of prodigious
proportions.
"Now l know why he said
Beware the Ides of March," he
groaned.
"Knock. knock," went a knock at
the door.
"Who's there?"
"Ettu."
"Ettu who?"
"Ettu Brute, of course. pillock.
I've come to tell you something,
Jules. I've just been made an offer I
can't refuse. "
"Not the Macaroni mob?"
"Worse. Cassius and the others
are getting restless. Why, only
yesterday Mark Antony was
having an ear collection. they were
so waxy . ''
"
which is probably why I
didn't get to hear about it,"
concluded Caesar. "Come in and
sit down. Brutus. Oh, and by the
way, you haven 't got an Alka
Seltzer on you, have you?"
"Sorry boss. It hasn't been
invented yet. But I shouldn't worry
about it, I'm sure y~'II stumble
across the perfect remedy pretty
soon," he finished sinisterly,
pointedly fingering the point of his
dagger.
At that moment a deputation
arrived at Caesar's Palace
consisting of Mark Antony ,
Cassius,
"Bigarse''
Augustus,
Lepidus, and Enrico Guiseppi
Ravioli {third-in-command of the
Macaroni Mob in his own right).
And they all looked in a me-ee-eaan mood.
"Brutus!" exclaimed Cassius
disgustedly . "We miqht have
known we'd find you here ahead ot
us. grass! N o wonder you're not
called 'Ettu ' for nothing!"

"Shut your visage," responded
Brutus airily. He adopted a
fighting pose - fists clenched,
legs akimbo, that sort of stuff but no one was particularly
i,1terested. Cassius looked away
contemptuously and sniffed.
Lepidus picked at a spot on his
nose.
"Well, now we're all here, how
about a quick game of Pass the
Parcel?" suggested Caesar
brightly. "Or even - Pin the Tail to
the Donkey?"
"Caesa r ," interjected Mark
Antony gravely, "we have come
here to discuss a matter of some
importance. It has been felt for
some time that you have not been
paying as much attention as you
might to affairs of state . "
" . or failing that , even musical
chairs," continued Caesar. "But
bagsy that I'm not the first one to
play the lyre."
" You're never the first, anyway,"
retorted Mark Antony. "But still ,
that's beside the point," he said,
fingering the point of his dagger.
"We"re not here to discuss the way
we play mus'ical chairs. In fact, not
beating about the bush, old cock,
we've come to duff you in."
Caesar su rveyed the assembled
company with much distaste. His
gaze fell upon Brutus.
" I suppose you've thrown in
your lot with this rabble as well,
you miserable little snake in the
grass?"
" Really , Jules - all you need to
have said was 'Ettu . ·"
"Sut up. If I'm going to be shown
the door, I'm going to be as longwinded about turning the handle
as I like. So there!" A raspberry
concluded this little speech. The
conspirators closed in and a
bloody scene ensued. Enrico
Guiseppi Ravioli wiped the blood
off his blade on a bit of curtain
hanging nearby and assumed
dictatorial stance.
" N ow he"s gone, we have to find
a new leader. l therefore elect
myself. "

Five second later, the corpse of
Enrico Guiseppi Ravioli joined
that of Julius Caesar on the floor,
and his name was scrubbed from
all records . Now his pioneering
work would never be acknowledged , for apart from making
Rome's finest Neapolitan icecream and being No. 3 in the
Macaroni gang, Enrico was in
private a prolific inventor: His
prototype internal combustion
engine predated that of Gottlieb
Benz by 1900 years. His design for
instantaneous transmission of
images similarly anticipated some
of the work of John Logie Baird .
Along the way he had discovered
penicillin, nylon. the incandescen t
electric light bulb (which was all
very well except that he had yet to
discover electricity) and the
principles of Isaac N ewton's Third
Law of Gravity. H is secret
laboratory, located just outside
Rome , has yet to be unearthed, but
when it is the furore throughou t
the scientific world will without
doubt be extreme.
Dick surveyed the scene. "I
suppose we might as well be off,"
he said, sidling towards the door.
" Bigarse" Augustus eyed him
suspiciously. "Just a minute," he
said, "you can't go yet. We want to
know who you are, how you got
here. and whether you play a mean
lyre?"
Dick allowed himself a modest
smile which presented itself as if
modelled along the li nes o f
Tenniel's Cheshire Cat. "As a
matter of fact, I do. "
" Good ," nodded Bigarse. "The
new triumvirate could do with a
resident lyre player."
Helen. however, was slightly
miffed. " There are two stiffs on the
floor. " she declared, "and all you
can talk about is lyre playing. Have
ye no respect for the dead?"
"Ave atque vale," intoned
Lepidus gravely.
"Shut up, you jerk ," said Helen ,
her eyes flashing a danger signal
which read "Cau tion The rmonuclear Device".
Lepidus, whose knowledge of
atomic fission was next to nothing
if not nought, ignored th e signal
and stared at Helen (thereby
potentially initiating a chai n
reaction reaction situati on).
" I don't understand your
attitude, ma'am. To most people
being selected as lyre-player to
the triumvirate would be a great
accolade not to mention
honour."
All of the while, Helen and Dick
had been retreating in the
approximate direction of Helen's
time machine and soon they were
close enough to make an
undignified dash for it and flee the
scene. Once safely escaped, Dick
started to tell Helen abou t his lyreplaying prowess. but the noise of
the machine was so loud that
Helen never did find out about it.
Which means you don't get to,
either.

VACANCIES in
HALLS OF RESIDENCE and
STUDENT HOUSES
There are at present single and shared rooms
available_in Halls o·f Residence (fu ll board) and a
number of vacancies in shared rooms in Student
Houses (self-catering). Students interested in
such vacancies, either now or for the end of term ,
should contact:
STUDENT ACCOMMODATION SERVICE ,
30 Buccleuch Pl ace, Edinbwgh EHS 9JS.
Tel ephone 667 C151 IMMEDIATELY!
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On Stage

The Knight's Tale
(Ian Darling) embark on a
confusing relationsh ip that neither
really understands . They spend
much of tt;ie time crooning at each
other under the gaze of Windsor
maids, wives, widows etc. The
backstage intrigue is handled by
By David Stead
the scheming Nell Quickly
Well, the rapturous reception
(Elizabe th Harley) and the whole
that greeted the final performance
work culminates in a forest where
of Sir John in Love sums it up. the 'fairy masquerade' deals out
better than I ever could. It is still
justice to Sir John and happiness
ringing in my ears alongside the to the lovers.
image of a tired RoQer Savage
But it is easy to con oneself
looking mighty proud of his cast- about opera: the climax ls usually
And so he sliould. It was a so monotonous that one forgets
production of verve and energy the less satisfactory moments of
with a welcome chance to see the previous three hours. Most
talents sadly hidden for much of noticeable, perhaps, was the low
the year.
standard of acting compared to
The tale is simple enough - at
high standards of singing. Most of
least on paper. Roly-poly Sir John
the principals managed well
Falstaff (lvor Klayman) hopes to
enough, with lvor Klayman
make money by starting love outstanding as Falstaff. One
affairs with Mistresses Page
should always feel sorry for this
(Joanne Armstrong) and Ford
sad character and Mr Klayman
(John Busby), but they spot the
was never less than endearing.
ruse and so does Alice Ford's
The chorus was less satisfactory
husband who disguises himself as
and some of the happy sm iling
Brook (Tom Pope) and spies on
Windsor maids, wives, widows etc •
the knight. Meanwhile Margaret
forgot that despite their small roles
Page's daughter Anne (Fiona
they could still be seen by the
Mitchell) and the Courtier Fenton aud ience. It ls notoriously difficult

Sir John in Love
George Square
Theatre

to act well in an opera chorus but i
as Peter Forbes (Shallow) ,o
expertly showed - it can be done.
Acting is easier when action is
demarided and consequently the
'fairy masquerade' was the best
scene in the opera. The dancing.
made it almost a ballet and the
lighting effectively conjured up
the mystery of a forest glade.
It was the only time the green set
truly suited the action. Previously
it had dominated the stage looking
too sturdy to ignore and too simple
to be of much practical use.
Roger Savage explained in
Student why a rostrum was used
as the centrepiece of action but
unfortunately it had several drawbacks. Props had to be carried on
and off which, however slickly
done, looked clumsy. Moreover
when the whole crowd were
together they were forced into the
corners and curtains were
knocked . Trivial points, maybe,
but s0 noticeable.
Failings there were but overall
Sir John m Love was an amusing,
good-natured , well-directed show
with invigorating music enthusiastica~y played . It fully deserved the
applause.

Wasn't it Luverly••
My Fair Lady
The Playhouse
By David Stead
More superlatives have been
written about this musical than
almost any other in stage history.
You know the sort - 'sizzling. •
Sparkling .. .' 'magnificent. ·. So
what more can l say about a show
in which every song is a classic in
its own right?
It almost works at the
Playhouse, but not quite. And the
drawback is the sheer size of the
place. The actors have obviously
been warned about this and
though some coped perfectly,
others shouted their lines and the
rest became inaudible . The show
was at its best. therefore, during
the musical numbers.
My Fair Lady, based on Shaw's
Pygmalion is about class. Eliza
Doolittle, a poor flower girl with a
drunken father and an awful voice
is adopted by the callous but
sentimental Henry Higgins who
moulds her into a being capable of
stunning Ascot racegoers and
guests at the Transylvanian
Embassy Ball. Eliza perfects her
RP and sings 'The Rain in Spain' to
-prove it. But she is hurt by
Hiaqins' manipula!ion of her and
goes Ott to marry aristocratic dolt
Freddy Eynesford' Hill who has
spent the previous few weeks
singing on her doorstep .
Rebecca Caine plays the lead
with cnarm and confidence and
her operatic voice is equal to every
tune - be it raucous or sensitive.
Ms. Caine is well supported by the
dependable two-some, Tony
Britton and Richard Caldicot
(Higgins and Pickering) while
Peter Fleetwood is an engaging
Freddy . As Eliza's iather Peter
Bayliss .akes the role Stanley

f

PETER BAYLISS REBECCA CAINE

--------------

Holloway made n1s owri back in
1956 and does it with supreme
artfulness and joviality, his scenes
are truly invigorating. And AMa
Neagle, kept behind scenes until
late into Act Two appears as a
beautifully regal if somewhat frail
Mrs Higgins.
The Class theme is clearly
shown by the contrasting sets
which take us apace from Covent
Garden to Doolittle's local to
Ascot and on. La vish, expensivelook1nq backdrops fill (he stage

well, but the Wobblies strike again
Class is reflected too in Gillian
Lynne s choreograpny wn1cn
juxtaposes elegant baths with
ineleqant but vibrant romps
The serious bits give depth but
My Fair Lady is essentially a
colourful spectacular based on
fun.
- a view reflected by Higgin 's last
words to his departing protege.
"Eliza, where the devil are my
slippers."
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Scottish
National
Theatre
physical aspects of the work. He
nianaged to achieve maximum
atmospheric effect with minimal
technical aid, by the extensive
visua l and vocal use of the chorus.
Both productions, under the
guidance of Peter Gill, have surely
done much to restore Scottish
faith in The National Theatre
By Leigh Biagi
Comoanv after last years
disappointment, and it will oe
For the fourth successive year interesting to see what is offered in
the National Theatre Company next years two week season at
have made their annual foray into Glasgow's Theatre Royal.
the cultureless provinces, this time
bringinQ Shakespeare's Much Ado
About Nothing and Moliere's Don
Juan translated by John Fowles. It
is the first time both shows have
been seen outside London, and it
is hoped that they will do much to
erase the unpleasant memories of
last years ill-received offering,
Othello.

Much Ado/
Don Juan
Theatre Royal,
Glasgow

Peter Gill's highly effective, if
hyper-active direction dominated
'Much Ado About Nothina'. His
cast raced around as though they
all suffered from faulty thyroids,
coming to a halt only to deliver the
lengthier speeches, (of · which
there were few). The actors were
obviously playing for laughs, even
risking moments of extremely
coarse acting to get them, and not
only from the low-life characters.
Benedick's exploits in the orchard
were very funny, but perhaps more
at home 1n the circus ring. This
comic free-for-all rather threw the
usually uproarious country yokels
into the shade. Dogberry (played
by Brian Glover) faced stiff
competition
from the comic
capers of Beatrice and Benedick .
Penelope Wilton's award-winning
performance as Beatrice stole the
show, even from Michael
Gambon 's Benedick . Some of the
minor characters seemed a little
carried away by the physical
extravangance of the direction
and went wild with their
gesticulations, but on the whole
the performances were welltailored to fit in with the
requirements of the production,
which placed Beatrice and
Benedick at the hart of the play.
Alison Chitty's set design provided
a whole entertainment in itself.
Frantic stage-hands (in costume
and character) rushed on and off
to swivel the building-rock
scenery, while three larger blocks
revolved at the back of the stage,
revealinQ va rio us backarounds .
In contrast the set for-'Don Juan'
(by the same designer) was
stnkingly simple a woodpanelled floor, ·and three wooo
panels suspended at the back onto
which slides were projected
throughout the show . To
compensate for the starkness of
the set, the stage was almost
constantly filled with a sinister
grey-clad chorus, who doubled as
stage-hands. As the action
progressed it became evident that
the presence of the chorus was
less of an innovation and more of a
necessity. as the play, with its
lengthy monologues , would have
otherwise been very static. The
comic characters were most
successful in 'Don Juan '. Ron
Pember as Juan 's fretful manservant gave one of the most
energetic performances of the
year, and also one of the funniest.
While Ciaran Maddan as the
spurned wife Donna Elvira and
John Baily as the father were
rather wooden and unconvincing·
in their tragic roles . Peter Gill
directed again, this time
concentrat,nQ even more on the

The Man Of The
World
Royal Lyceum
By Matthew Lloyd
Charles Macklin's play is a
predictable 18th century
melodramatic comedy which, if
put to music, might well be likened
to Mozart's Cosi Fan Tuite. The
story concerns the rash and
intrepid figure of Sir Pertinax
MacScycophant (Ewan Hooper), a
Scotsman living near London , who
will employ any available means to
further himself financially . His
son, Egerton, (Michael Mackenzie), is due to marry the
daughter of Lord Lumbercourt
(Arthur Boland) , a penniless
squire with lots of land . However,
Egerton really loves the beautiful
Constantia, an orphan brought up
by Lady MacSycophant. (Well.
well, well). From then on the plot
offers little or nothing : we can
already foresee the ensuing happy
ending. The first half of the play is
slow, concerned with constructing
the scenario, while the second half
is almost entertaining, due to the
sheer hysteria of the circumstances.
The production was not helped
by a monotonous set and flat
lighting . However, despite this, the
play was saved by the energetic
performance o f Ewan Hooper - a
late replacement for lain
Cutherbertson. l imagined him to
be the father figure of the whole
show (he was after all the founder
of the company), desperate to
spur on his fellow actors and to
string together some very funny
moments. The Scottish Theatre
Company should not perhaps
have chosen such a vulnerable
play - its susceptibility illustrated
by that mos: irksome of cliches.
the flirting servants frolicking on
stage between scene changes .
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Bug-Eyed
Metamorphosis
Bedlam/Stirling
By David Stead
It is not everyday one's son is
transformed into a giant beetle
and the Samsa family are
understandably confused when
the event occurs. Their reaction is
to hide Gregor away, feed him
scraps of mouldy food and hope it
ls all a horrible dream from which
they will soon awake.
Everything is stylised. There is
no beetle costume, just Jeremy
Benstock's feats of co'ntortion,
there are no props bar a few stools
and the whole piece seems
timeless. It is, indeed, like a dream.
But this reworking of Metamorphosis has taken movement
stil i sation to its limit-at the cost .
I th ink, of neglecting characterisation and the pure power of the
words. The family's personality is
important. To feel the whole
tragedy we must know Mrs Samsa
is tired with life, experience tn e
poignancy of Greta and repel the
unfeeling coarseness of Gregor's
fath er. Unless we do, the
characters become mindless
paw ns and I don't think that's what
Steven Berkoff intended .
Th e writer moves his characters
from point A to point Bas image
follows image ~ut then demands
spl it-second switchinq of the
emotions . Thus the cast juxtapose
jo llification with dead-pan
seriousness and the past with the
present.
The moves are executed with
faultless timing but then
their concentration tends to lapse
and th e ensuring words lack bite. It
is almo st as if the movement has
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suppressed everythmq.
Sometimes the I ight
pitch is.caught - Charlotte Fryer
as the hunched mother spits with
frightening venom during the
assaults on her husbund - but in
general words are flying up while

Jeremy Benstock

Him und Her
Die Kleinburgerhochzeit
By James Knibb
Honath's Him und Her com bine s
comedy of si tuation and character
bordering on farce with po litica l
satire. It has now lost much of its
sociological a'stringency - it was
written in the waKe of the Nazi rise
to power, reflecting in part the
mentality which fostered it - and
Elke Schnoor ·s production
reflected this , allowing the
sometimes disjointed succession
of scenes . which rely heavily on
stock characters, to settle more or
less at the level of pantomime.
James Peat, as the stateless
citizen whose to-in~s apd frp-in~"
at the wh im of border guards give
the play its title , was both kingpin
and capstone of the performance .
his flu id acting and engaging
bemusement as the smuggling
intrigue evolved uplifted the play
at its more sluggish rnorPents . A
del1gt).t · too were the sharp
vociferous exchange.a between
Szamek (Kenreth Crowe), a
charismatic precursor of Dixon of

thoughts remain truly t;,elow. Try
listening to the oroduction with
closed eyes - without the visual
excitement it is less impressive.
Having said that, Metamorphosis can go to Stirling with few
womes. There are flashes of
excellence, throughout. Mr
Benstock continues to startle; it is
not easy playing a human mind
inside a beetle. Justin Baldwin 's Dock Green , and his daughter Eva
voice, rough as leather. remains (Augharad Ellis-Jones) . whose
his strong point . Isabel Eustace Is provicative flitations with her
at times movingly sensitive as I father's opposite number on the
Gregor's sister and Cathy Florin border drove him to a frenzy only
and Justin Meath-Baker both have mollified at the play·s spirited
a strong stage presence. The finish .
lighting is skilful , the make-up
If the restrictions ot Aaam
splendid . The production is tight
and when everything connects House Theatre tended to leave
and concentration is acute Meta- Qlayers in Him und . Her stranded
morphosis is tremendous l y h_0'ddled In a group at one or
exciting to watch But if it becomes other of the frcniier pOsts . or in a
flabby the power is lost and one line not auite knowing where to
feels bruised rather than cut.

And Yet More!
Theatre
Workshop
By Gail Dyke

'Chromos' is a 'performance
proj ect' led by the 'Rational
Theatre', w ith the help of 50
volunteers from Edinburgh . The
group describe themselves in the
programme: "Our performance
style is physical, graphic and
extreme often tinged with a dark
humour." I found the project
'grey', bland arod boring and I do
not feel that the monotony of the
performance was justified in
creating a desi red response to the
portrayal of a grey world.
Th e characters kr.ew the ir lines
even if the deli•·ery frequently
sti rred memories of school
prod uctions with many a stifled
giggle but most of the time trey all
stood around looking ·grey'.
What did it all mean?
Em otionless grey people te'.l by a
mutilated limper blob with a green
slimy face , who wa~ . whedea
around howling, wn!mQ and
strokin g her ·pet', " Groink" The
Queen is she repr~sentIng
deformed humanity after tre
holocaust or is she the r~ason
Oeh1nd th~ hOIOC&USt, (or doesn 't it
matter anyway?) doles out green t
cones for the eo le's olea re?

and provides green liquid (piss?) to
run machines . Six tourists burst
into this wo rld wearing floral skirts
with hats to match and maf:osomoustaches. Their efforts at
retain ing a state of normality in
this bla nd land are both amusing
and disturbing. Their inability to
understand the Grey people drives
them into utter insensitivity until
they kill Groink and tear out the,
Queen 's green slimy guts.
The play does have som~ good
moments, most memorable wa~
the b:-ief appearance of a human
broom ; however. for the most part·
1 felt it was too static and wooden .
The music was 'atmosphenc' and
did nothing to relieve the action as
it was dull and predictable.

Gotcha!
Bedlam
By Fred Price
Barrie Keefe is wel I known now
for his contemporary, rather bitter,
theatrical social commentary, and
th e BBC rated this one s_o highly as
to sh ow it as a Play for Today a few
years ag o One wonders whether 1t
deserved such acclaim . '.here_ is
an aura of novelty about _11 which
e lables Kee fe to make his point ,
b'ut m rursuing so tirelessly the

CINEMA

IUnd
Brecht Sagt •••

theme of student depression and
educationa l hopelessness
experienced at sc~ool, h
provokes more than a few yaw ns
He could certainly have achieved
the poignancy required with mar
brevity.
Michael Napthine, as a grotty
foul mou thed and fractiou s 'kid'
s it s on a motorbike in
comprehensive school storeroom
holding a cigarette over th e petro
tank and threatening to blo
himself and three members of staf
into the playground next door
Feeling pretty hard done by, th I
'kid' demonstrates to us wh at n
little handicap it is when we don'
work, fail our exams and generally
mess up our lives, from -iln early
age. Nap thin e unfortunately does
not sustain his role through ou t,
but Dick Godden, who is qu ite
brilliant as the dusty headmaster,
and Caroline Ferguson, a rather
saucy junior mistress, more than
compe nsate for this with some fine
acting. There are a few technical
things which en liv en th e
performance further, such as a
slide show at the beginning and
some ncise µollutIon calleO " The
Rolling Stones" at the end, playeu
very loud , and I laughed at a few of
the obsceni ties in the script, (who
doesn't laugh at the odd crudit y? ),
but I found the whol e thing rath er
long, rather repetItIve in its them e
and perhaps not th e thing for a
lunchtime.
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turn, then its intimacy was a boon
to Brecht's Die Kleinburgerhoch· ·
zeit . Here the audience is oartv to a
;ontemporary German wedding
::>arty which degenerates into a
fracas: guests quarrel or make
love, the proud bridegroom's
house-made furniture falls to bits
and the bride is revealed to be
pregnant. This is not Brecht in his
epic or overtly didactic mode, and
director Jane Scott did well to
al low the middle c lass personae to
develop their own idiosyncracies.
Mark Walker gave a sustained and
splendidly evocative performance
as the bride's father , whose
whimsical anecdotes are the orily
consistent feature as social
barriers disintegrate . Equally
familiar characters were the tart,
bitchy Emmi (Norma Clapp) ,
whose strutting arrogance and
conce it has set off to effect against
the bridegroom 's touchingly
concerned mother-in-law (Janye
Chivers) . the pace and sharpness
of the acting carried the play along
briskly; only in the relatively long
exchange between the bride and
his groom (Charles Bowen and
Sarah · Hemming) ~efore their
ultimate reconciliat ion did the
diatrriue threaten to sag
T,,e casts of both plays may be
praised for their courage a~d
enthusiasm: what they lacked ir,
stagecraft they made up for in
sheer exhuberance.

• • •

Why Bother?
The Pleasance
By Rosemary Dewar

Take a group of students with
blue trousers and white faces: a
man in a ski-jersey; co loured
lights; some jokes; questions (and
some answers): mix them
together, and you've got: "Why
Bother with Jesus?"
Saturday night's production at
the Pleasance Theatre was hardhitting and professional - at times
the audience was left too stunned
to applaud.
Beanstalk Theatre Group has
lots of talent , and they used it to
great effect in the series of
sketches they perwrmed . From
1200 Harley,DavIdsons to flowers,
valentine cards to waxwork
dummies - the subjects were
varied, but the message was the
same -that we should bother with
Jesus.
Beanstalk 's
uncompromising
answer was reiterated by Stephen
Anderson , as, in his informal and
often witty manner, he pointed nut
some of the many evidences for
Jesus' life, dea~h and resurrection .
He left the audience with the
challenge that "Why Bother?" was
a question to 'Nhich they each had
to find an answer.

Until 27th February. Progs. 5.00 and 8.00 p.m

THE TIN DRUM (X)
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Thursday , 25th February 1982

Director: VO LKER SCHLON DORFF
Friday/ Saturday 11.00 p.m.

EAGLES WINGS (A)
Director: ANTHONY HARVEY
With HARVEY KEITEL, SAM WATERSTON and
MARTIN SHEEN
From Monday , 1st March
JANE FONDA , LILY TOMLIN, DOLLY PART ON in

NINE TO FIVE (AA)
We apologise to all those who expected to see Babylon last week. The
absence of this film was due to circumstances beyond our con trol.

Lothian Road

·

228 2688

C inema 1

U1111l Sun day 28t h

5.15 p.m ./8.00 p.m.
/sw an S-?abo 's 1111tswnd111g film

MEPHISTO (AA)
Ci nema 1

• Monda y bt M.m.: h fo r 7 da ys
6.UO p.111 ./8.30 p.m.
JuIre C Jm) llt in O tm~ L,-Bmt 's

MEMOIRS OF A SURVIVOR (X)
Cinema 2

Monday 1st Ma rch fo r 6 d,ys
6. 15 p. m./8.45 p.111.
Rnne"ibn ,Ill' -'i1.,· 1/e.~ 111,1h d,r l11lar1<11u

THE RETURN OF THE SECAUCUS
SEVEN (AA)
f nd.1y 26d1 .u 11 .()() p.m./S.a turd.ay 27 th

d[

3.00 p.m.

f )t·rrk J arman ·_,

JUBILEE (X)
wrd1 Lrri/t· \ 'r/1, '/',,yuh and .-.J. dam ,4111
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Peel's Pleasures Schools •••~
A n ice c hap th is Alice Cooper,
you know, nothing nasty, no th ing

Caroline Binnie
savours the discreet charm of The
John Peel bandwagon .

too shocking' In the earl y mid-70s
Alice Cooper was the sort o f bl oke
your parents wou ldn't want you to

bring home to tea and they would
certai nly have take n a dim view of
ac tually lett ing you see him in
co ncert. Wit h a stage show w hich
included mock hangings, mutila-

tio n of blood- filled dolls, snakes
and beheading chickens cou p led

On Saturday Chambers Street
staged the most ambitious gig

wi th songs about suc h q_i verse
subjects as necroph ilia. ra pe,

ven ture so fa r this academic year

spiders,

but, really , they were on a pretty
ba nkable bet with the John Peel
Roadshow . Pee l h imself couped a
healthy £375 fee for a few hours
stuff, whtch the capacity crowd of

punters bopped to with unveiled
enthusiasm. Due to the unavoidable dangers of asphyxia-

bar, only

only

a tacit

the set was a sequence o f "18"

(wi th guest appearance by his pet
boa constrictor), "Co ld Eth y l"
(with mal trea tm en t of a muti lated
f e m ale d o ll . Sexis m! ), a
re marka o •. sen si tive (co nsi de ring

th e blatant sexism in "Co ld Eth y l" )
"On ly Women Bleed" abou t the

acted out to some degree and the
whole show loosely following a
military concept wi th the band

John Peel challenged nothing
tonight ; he's got no moral obligato,

of his ol der songs. Th e best pa rt of

tee nage frustration, he was not

theatrical with all the songs being

emerging into the heaving morass
of bodies to witness the bands.
Reactionary in his individual way ,

tion

most popu lar but their popu lari ty

Is well d eserved as in g enera l the
newer ma te ricil is inferio r to most

way women a re treated in so ci ety
The presen t show has been an d fina lly, a strai ghtforward
toned down since those days so re nd ition o f "N o M ore Miste r Nice
now paren ts mig ht con descend to Guy".
giving him coffee an d biscu its
Th e pos ters ou tside the A poll o
before insisting that he leaves! advert ised "T he Legendary Alice
Even so his show is sti ll very Coope r" and I fo r one wouldn't

work , and compromised himself to

the

do ll s and

wea ring m ili ta r y gea r
The set co m prised o f a few
son gs from his rece nt album s, o ne
ne wie and a la rg e dose of h is o ld e r
class ics. No t su rprisingly it was
these old e r son gs which were the

exactly co nsidered BBC c hild ren's
hour mater ia l.

death, playing relatively " safe"

tion , I haunted

blow- u p

cre w

argue with h is ri ght to be called
that and more. He last p layed here
in 1975 so he shou ld be back
around 1989. See you th ere.

(apart from Alice) and the road

Peter Fo rster

promise.

U ltimately , he should on ly be a
reflectio n o f the bands he
endorses and tonight TV21 and
The Horrible Sexy Vampires
fulfi ll ed l, is promise for him with
soul, passion and commitment.
The Horrible Sexy Vampires

Norman Rodgers con templates what he's going to say on Newsbeat.
emotions, in action and interaction and left a nice taste in my

w hic h also ma ke them a "quality"
band. Tonig ht they were, as usual,

mouth . They're not quite tight

inc redibly

enough yet, nerves made them
fairly static on stage , and the

professional and got a euphoric
reaction from the audience.

took the stage resembling a hat ad
in a centuries old Vogue. Struc-

female viola player lacked a c learly
defined attack, but The Horrible

turally , they consist of drums, a
bass, keyboards and a viola, and
the lack of gui tar makes their live
performance more interesting , as
well as making its ultimate success
less guaranteed . The inventive
keyboards emerge admirably from
their composite sound, and I
found their fusion and reconctliation of apparent ly disparate
elements captivating. The ir music

Sexy Vampires are emergent
rather than established. and have
potentialities well worth pursuing .

Snakes and Ladders, This is Zero
Ideal Way of Life are now wellestablished favourites, and thus I

had an opiate effect on me, highly
charged emotionally yet nervous
and questioning at times.
Progressions, obsessions? Word
play 's redundant, and The Horrible
Sexy Vampires are val id. Their set
ended on a crescendo of tortured

tight and fau ltlessly

found the new material more
intrinsically interesting, especially

TV21 are poised at a different

Oh My, where Norman Rodgers·

stage in their collective careers .
Wi th each consecutive single they
release, you wonder whether this
will be the one which finally breaks
them. Record company inactivity

voice is the focal point, and Revival
Time a more upmarket dance beat
enterprise.
My only reservations abou t
TV21 's performance tonight was

and apathy has been blamed for

their use of girlie backing singers,

their presenJ lack of commercial
clout .. and., truthfull'}:' , th~ new
single All Join Hands is a strong ,
well-structured song which merits

who seemed to contribute little
apart from decoration, and who
diverted one's attention from the
focus of the performance. Small

wider public appreciation.
TV21 are the perfect teeny-bop
band, looking and sounding good,

quibble. I have no doubt that TV21
will win through to the land of
Chartdom , it's only a question of

but they have inherent de ths

when .

Fruit

after months of doubt in the right
place. I live to feast on their
del i ghts Whipped up in a
strawberry sundae of pop fun, a

success of Rhythm of L ife in

to

take

radiate

g:

~ memory of Tv mornings in school
0 summer holidays.
~
They sing about love, hate,
O: Teenage Kicks, and sex. Their
c lassy unprofessionallsm both in
'.:l songs and performance is an

b

body, each stroke burning
frigidit y. Strawberry Switchblade

exotic fruit. All the fun of the show,
no cynical manipulation of a

are four girls, oh so sweet in polkadot prints and ribbons in their hai r,

showman . They return not once,
but twice for encores of genuine

singing short, sharp songs that

demand .

cut. I love strawberries. 1 hate

Boom question -

Sophisticated

Boom

the answe r to the
is their dance without

But what is a guest? A guest is
someone you invite to your home,
a welcOme visitor. The Guests
gatecrash into an evening whose
predominant air was sweetness
and life, trample heavily over any

funk. Who said pop was dead? My
heart goes boom, boom.

dreams you might hold dear that
punk was not dead with a heavy
metal sick-chic, then leave. The

The ast ut e and fortunate winners
of our incredible competi tion to
win T heatre of H ate tickets were

Theatre of Hate
competition

party, though mortally wounded,

Carmel Ryan and Grdnt McDonald.

goes on.

Answers for the ignorant among

But what is Soph1st1cated Boom
Boom? They are the pepper on my

you were (1) Burning Rome
Records; (2) Mick Jones: (3) He

strawberries," proof that my heart is

Who Dares Wins .

W reaths are at last in ord e r for

The Skids who Richard Jobson
final ly lai d to rest t his week, in
ord er

to

concen tr ate

on

his

cu ltural projects. Big Country, the
new band o f ex-Sk id Stuart
Adamson , were poised to p lay the
NC on Saturday, but it's off, as is
their proposed support of£ Alice
Cooper. Taking their pl ace at t he
NC are Epsilon , soo n to fol low The
Fire

Engines

to exposu re and

stardom on Riverside . D id you see
the Engines' flexing muscles and
muses on BBC2 , with their trio of
backing vocalists who included
Fast lady Hilary Morrison?
Memories of glories past, eh?

At this point, kids , I must love
you and leave you. 'cos I'm dying
of toastie withdrawal ... banana
and maple syrup is this week's
flavour, but in th is world of
constant flux , who knows what's in
store next week.

the

the band - problems. problems .

that

musical tedium. As strawberrys

and cuts into some unfortunate

Despite

themselves

musically are Sophisticated Boom
S: Boom, Light , dreamy, soft focus,
their version of White Horses a

pepper A switchblade is a la rge
knife that clicks open in dark alleys

drain.

charm

-u are the taste of summer, so

But what is a Strawberry
Switchblade? A strawberry ,s a
small red fruit, delicious with
cream and sugar, better with

the

Europe, rumour on street level are
that Haig won 't continue to employ

ii'

switchblades.

manager/band basis this has gone
down

brigh tens up this bleak Nite Club,
and become a lighthouse to steer
towards , a sa fe port in the storm of

G r aeme Wilson
sees that light at
the end of the
tunnel. Is it an
oncom ing t ra in?

another futile bash at illumina tion .
Allan Campbell and Johnny
Waller enjoyed their cosmopoli tan excursion with Rhythm of
Life . Johnny, the cuddliest hack in
town·. much to his chagrin didn't
get to meet Brigitte Bardo! after
all . but returned with rave reports
of the Paul Haig proIect. Scrutinize
Shrouds for further euphoria.
Meanwhile Mr Campbell contmues to rave about the European
scene and intended to introduce a
new flavour to the capital with the
Cafe Delmonte. However. due to
the fact that he and Th e Delmontes
have parted company on a

taste so heady and yet so rare . I am

se riously ,

a knickerbocker glory please)

of the debris of the weekend fo r yet

moved to acclaim with great
intensity. Four girls, with an

inability

1 wo strawberry sw I tchbiades ( and

A tender slice of conte mpo ra ry
cultural history? A manua l fo r
young guerillas in the generation
war? Abrasive, contemp tuous,
attitudinising, igno r ant. yet
brilliant - Anna picks herself out

Like a nice social ly concerned
individual l trotted along to the
Solidarit y benefit at Coasters on

Tuesday night (after the General
Meet ing of course having a
social conscience is a full-time
job) where TV2 1. Boots for
Dancing and The Twin sets were in
action.
For the more sartorially elegant
and narcissistic among you, Anna
has news of an event., 1.0 . fashion
mag's very own capital fashion

Renovate Your
Record Collection
This week's selector of quality
produc t is Colin McLean ,
drummer with Technique Is, who

play The
Saturday.

Niteclub

this

very

parade, which will be staged, and
poss ibly televised, on March 12th.
There's a bias towards those who
make or design their own c lothes.
so if you're inspired run along on

Friday at 4 pm to Queen 's H al l.
Clerk Street, Newington , for an
audmon, or phone2256015fora
private one if you're shy . ..
Platters galore as Po sitive Noise.
re lease their second album (this
time sans Ross Middleton) on
Statik this month . There 's also a
posthumous Jos ef K single
Missionary forthcom ing on
Crepescule. Th e H appy Fam ily,
who include former Josef K
bassist D av ie W edde ll , release a

1. Changeling: Simp) e Minds

2. All That Jazz Echo and the
Bunneymen
3. Heroes David Bowie
Nightclubbing: iggy Pop

4. Going Underground The Jam
Heatwave

5 Perfeqt Day Lou Reed
6. Warning Sign Talk ing Heads
Electricity

7. In a Lonely Place New Order

single soon on 4AD . but they've
had lo relinquish support on the

Nightmare Arti e Sha w and
Orch estra
B. Tomorrow: U 2

Ora ng e Juice tour due to the
illness of drummer lai n Stod dart.

9. Change Killing J oke
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A Unique Style
You are what you
wear - Bic takes a
look at yet more
Uni chic .. .
No. 6 The Usher Hall
Today let's look around at the
other fashions - the people not
conforming to the latest styles.
Last week , someone asked about
KB fashion . We start off with that
delicate off-the-ankle look and the
gentle flares, flatteringly set off by
laking mustard or muddy-brown
socks and that sensible shoe that's
such a pleasure to wear all day.
This shoe even has one li ttle
advantage - at the end of the day,
when removed , it gives off that
wonderful smell so pleasing to th e
nostrils. No other .o1,ew. has this
extra. Moving up, we notice the
tastefu l old -look jersey, with that
oh -so-fashionable hole in the
elbow. This tones off the ruggedlook 'I'm a lumberjack and I'm OK'
check shirt, varying co lours are
grey with darker grey and a soft
gentle grey to set the other greys
off, or perh&ps red with tasteful
purple and ton ing green with
orange. To cover this delightful
outfit, that indispensable an ora k;
delicate shades of khaki , brown
and for the more daring - the offthe-should er blue avec trendy zip
and button-on hood . Underneath
this, the useful drip-dry nylon
jockey-short, in delightful shades
of orange, p ink, turquoise and
bright green . All in all, th,s is an
outfit not to be missed'!
Moving round to a slightly more
common sight in George Square
- that of ye genuine Yankie
student. This uniform of ever-soslightly elevated heels for that allday comfort, ever-so-hugely
padded jackets for those cold,
Edinburgh winds, and the ever-souseful rucksack , slung over one

So where were you last
Wednesday night? Probably not at
the Niteclub where the SANE
beaumond e were sporting their
spangle s and divine Co-Co
Channel negligees in a desperate
attempt to swing away those ole
Recession/ Cruise Missile blues,
that would have surely moved the
great F. Scott Fitzgerald himself to
te?rs. Perhaps · that's going a
teensy weensy bit OTT darling ,
when one co nsiders that not all us
trendy lefties got it right (including
your very own Prince Viad the
Impaler), with jeans and crumpled
T-shirts prevai ling , curdling the
social (ist) cream somewhat shall
we say? But then who cares. my
little Gatsbies, when most of us
were purely to partake of the more
substantial delights of Ed inburgh's finest , not to mention its
only funk band "Moles for
Breakfast"! (I can already hear
John Peel's manicured scouse
drone announcing their first
'session').
And what a wac ky , spacky,
funky , hunky, lot they are too. For
the first time in months the
Niteclub is full of people who are
(wait for it ( -smiling. MFB may be
1tudiously chaotic and out of

someone's befurred shoulder to
find out who the first violinist is.
Sink back into plush green
seats .
Flfst piece; Mozart. The music ,s
entrancing. Mahogany, brass and
silver flash under the lights. Violin
bows glide and jerk together as the
tempo changes. Eyes drift over the
haff - (How do people get tickets
to sit behind the organ anyway?)
End of first movement.
Obligatory cough. Poor things up
there ,n 'the gods' - wooden
seats, too. on top of that climb. I
suppose we'ff be up there one day.
Cheapest tickets after 'Standbys·.
Interval comes on a final note.
Applause. lce·cream - optional.
Applause. Next. Beethoven. Close
your eyes. relax and just dnft .
Suddenly it's over. Enthusiastic
applause becomes an effort. A ff
finisher!. Shuffle back out into the
cold night. Ah well. anyone feel
hke having a pizza?

shoulder for that oh-so casual but
smart look.
Another vital part of alternative
fashi on - the manly biker. (This is
not a slag - I think they look
sexy! 1).
Those shoehorn tight jeans,
with just a hint of what's to come!
Huge, buckle-up biker boots or
cowboy boots th ese are
necessary for a good foo t hold on
the bike. (Believe me - I speak
from experience!) And the
inevitable leather jacket - that
MUST for proper safety - for
some reason - I'm not su re why,
but these have the most incredible
smell. A kind of mixture between
leather , bike-oil and manly
bodies!! Lovely!! They should
make it into an after-shave lotion .
Not a common sight in Geo rg e
Square. The smart but casual Law
Student. Clean, well-pressed
cords or new jeans, expensive but
casual jackets and a brief-case
filled with seven different folders.
by the way, this is not the typical
law student. Old Colle11e regulars

come in all shapes, sizes and
styles and most of them are
tasteful and subtely fashionable.
Finally, the bane of my life . This
is a sIag 1 See if you can recognise
who I'm bitching about.
Fashionable hair-cuts combed
back to look smart, plus-fours over
100% wool (cost a bomb!!!)
patterned socks, buckle shoes
wi th a slight heel for the ladies;
100% leather or suede shoes for
the gents. Blue and white striped
shirts with the immaculate collar
turned up and navy-blue jumpers
(brand new). The inevitable husky
jacket. These people look as if they
had just gone saili ng / been to a
hunt ball /attended a race meeting.
Their bodies exude calls such as
- "Oh hallo , Jeremy. How's the
old gel? Do you know, it's.
absolutely dreadful! I can't even
afford a radi o for my V-registration
Jensen !"
Slag, slag, slag, bitch, bitch,
slag, slag, bitch, slag!
(Yes, yes, but what about the Div
Macs? - Ed.)

toon /sy nc etc. but th ey really are
brilliant to party to. Two fairly
ridiculous chappies wearing fixed
grins, purple leotards, Hen rich
Hunwa le r spectacles, flying
helmets, tambourines indulg ing in
non-stop rapping flank the lovely
crooning, quitted , Jo Chapman ,
who provides the charismatic
centre of attraction so essential to
all bands who wish to have th eir
names in the NME encyclopaedia
of Ro ck. As with most of today 's
plethora of funk bands the rhythm
section of Adrian Johnson (exAnother Pretty Face) on sticks.
string-slapper George (exbricklayer) and bongo-basher Liz
Lang (ex-Club for Heroes) provide
the body beat and soul, while
Matthew and Robbie make
rudimentary and occasionally
bizarre contributions on brass.
The pace is hot from the
moment Henry and th e fat guy in

the glasses launch i nto a rousing
chang o f " We are th e Jive. the
Jump, and the Boogie!" Their best
Zimbo Q. Wally-Pratt.
number which also makes a
P.S . I've never read Kafka but I
welcome return as the encore.
say
"groovy.
groovy" with heavy
Their 40-minute set, consisting
irony . Is this Serious?
mostly of self-penned free-style
'c reations' interspersed with
classics like James Brown's 'Sex
Machine· and the Hawai Five-O
theme tune, fa irly flashes by, with - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
only the occasional ten-minute
interlude while George breaks all
the strings on his bass and the rest
of the band valiantly cover up,
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
giving us a quite superb choral
rendering of 'George has broken
h is G-string' wh ic h at least had my
feet tapping and my finger
clicking.
So isn't it nice to know after the
dour activness of Riverside and
the bland poplessness of Haircut
NOW OPEN
100, that someone's sti ll having
fu n -- Moles for Breakfast are GO!
Try the faciliti es yourself or j oin one of the following beginners'
cla sses led b) membe rs of the P.E. D epartm ent staff.

•Out To Breakfast
Someone calling
themselves Prince
Viad sent this in see what you make
of it .. .

I

SNO - Friday Nights
6.20 pm ~ half a dozen figures
shiver on the steps outside the Box
Office.
6.30 pm - doors open. The
students surge in from the cold.
Stiff hal f an hour to stand shuffling
in the queue for 'Standbys' at
£1.70. Pretend you're finding it as
hilarious as everyone else seems
to be. Stiff, it'll be worth the
inconvenience.
"It's incredible! Haven't seen
you tor AGES ... " W1ff if?
Distinguished citizens in furs,
diamonds and dinner suits breeze
past trying not even to register, the
sordid sight of . .. 'students '.
Wait , wait, shuffle, wa it.
7 pm~ a reluctant official starts
to dispense the queue with
sla shed£ 6 tickets. " Grand Circle
or Staffs?" he grunts .
Slink past the programme seffer
looking and feeling guilty. Maybe
you'ff be able to look over

Tel: 031 - 228 1368

setter's mode of dress (decrepit
Marks & Spencer sweater; a must)
and were becoming science
studen ts so they could learn to
play synth es iser like Gary Numan
and because it was this year's hip
thing , daddio, hep-hep . Unfortunately, Cosmopolitan was right :
Fellini is far more fashionable than
studying science. I don 't think I'm
pretentious enough to be an Arts
student but I ca n dream can't I?
Shine the metal, direst of my life.
Sigh! I shall keep on trying. Aren't
there any normal Arts students I
can relate to because I can't afford
.a puce wig or maroon pantaloons.
There must be some like me. Don't
some of them go to Art Galleries,
listen to Fall records, drink
Jas ... HELPI

Eric Liddell Fitness Training Centre
De Luxe Exercise and Fitness Centre

Bring this ad to RECYCLES by Sat 20th
tv\arch & get SOp off renairs & soares
over £5.00 or £5.00 off any new cycle
N.B. one voucher per customer
S-8 Alvanley Terr.,
Whitehouse Loan

From : The Arsehole of the
Universe, KB. (Have you seen
JCMB on a stunningly beautiful,
golden sunny day? It's awful!.)
Hi (I've ffsp arted so I'll finish),
I go to Art Galleries, listen to Fall
records, drink Jasmine tea , loathe
Mathematics, have th e autographs of the Blue Peter team
(including John Noakes). go to the
Traverse, sniff wallpaper paste ,
chew manfully through half a KB
refectory bridie before giving in,
read poetry and P. G. Wodehouse,
like doing nothing . dislike and
distrust computers, have an
uno pened tin of Ambrosia
creamed rice , write inarticulate
letters, think aardvarks are really
cute and yet I'm a scie nce student.
You see, I " dig" the Mark E.
Smi th school of fashion and
somehow followed millions of WePEcks and Wee Marys assu mirig
they were also " into" this tre nd-

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH

DISCOUNT VOUCHER

RECYCLES

Fron, The Pits

a
-

MONDAY:
T: 1 f SO!\ Y:
WEDNESDAY:
TH URSDAY:
FRIDAY:

12.30
12. 30
L. 15
14.30
17. 15
12.30
13.15

to 13.15

to
to
to
to
to
to

13 . 15
14 .00
15 . 15
18.00
13 . 15
14.00

(v,0men only)
(women onl y)

For further details contact
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
46 Pleasance.
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On The Scrapheap At 21
Continuing our examination of the
chilling effect our vicious and
reactionary government's policies
are having on the nation's youth ,
Student looks at four more
individuals for whom the future
seems to be less than rosy ..

Cowan JCR meeting tonight (6.45)
to finalise security arrangements
fo r forthcoming attractions viz
HGB-Sat 8 pm .
Head-bangers and First Aid
Specialists! On Sat. 27th, Cowan
House present the Henry Gorman
Band. Scotland's top hard
rock/HM group (played Kelvingrove and Loch Lamond open air
festivals) on stage 10 pm. Disco &
Bar 8-12.45. Tickets on sale Fri. &
Sat in Pollock Refectory (tea-time)
- 80p (£1.50 in the Nite Club).

Name:
Mark Kennedy
Degree : History
(soon)
Embarking on a History degree
course and briskly climbing the
ladder of student politics,
everything must've looked bright
for Mark's future - rigt)t on target
to be a Labour MP by 30.

Mike was characteristically
reticent about his job prospects.
"We'll just have to hang on as long
as we can," he mumbled, "and take
the dole as it comes."
tt's hard to see where Mike could
start looking for gainful
employment. One thing that'll
affect his choice will be the hours.
" I tried 9 to 5 work for a while,
but it isn't really me," said Mike, "2
to 5 seems to fit into my day
better."

Educational Repression in El
Salvador a talk by a representat ive
of the Teachers Union (Andes 21
Juoe) in El Salvador, and the
Secretary of Edinbu rgh Latin
American Solidarity Campaign.
Tuesday 2nd march DHT 2.07
(Organised by EU Latin American
Solidarity Soc.).
EU Anti-Apartheid Society meets
at 5.00 every Friday in the
Chaplaincy Centre.
/

For Sate 1 pair black cord pedal
pushers - size 12/14. Unwanted
present £3.50. 667 5308.
NIE Tom Tom Club Bass guitarist
needed for band with soft reggae/
African beat background. gigs to
be arranged. Contact$. Innes, 331
Turn er House, Pollock.
EU Hibs Supporters Club Guest
speaker Jim Mclean will give a
two hour talk on " Hibs Scottish
Cup Run , 1981-2" .
EU Jam Tarts Club: Guest speaker
Alex Rae will give a 90-minute talk
on " Hearts Scottish Cup Run .
1981-82".

But a year as Senior President
has taken its toll. The realities of
power have blunted Mark's
revolutionary-zeal, accusations of
"sell-out" fly and a radical new
tomorrow seems less likely every
day. • Besides which, the Parliamentary Labour Party reportedly
expects " few vacancies" within the
next decade.
So it looks like Mark'II have to
sweat it out for a few hears, pricing
baked beans in Asda's, until the
nation calls for his services.

Name:
Mark Reeves
Degree: 2/2 Hons
in Chemistry of
some sort
Honorary Treasurer Mark
Reeves's prospects of a career in
the world of high finance would
doubtless benefit considerably
from a sharp political realignment
on his behalf.
"I've had a little run on the milk
round this year," he said, "but
most of the bastards must have
done their homework and th ey
soon showed me the door."
Even companies who couldn 't
suss out Mark's "p olitics " took
exception to such things as his
personal appearance. The
Standard Fascist Bank of H ong
Kong , for example, told him to
"come back when his hair was the
right co lour".
So far as a scientific job goes,
he'll be hard pushed to get far with
his 2/ 2 degree. As the dole queue

Name: Andrew
Horberry
Degree: Unknown
"Wee Drew" will be looking for
work "somewhere in the media"
when he eventually graduates. He
thinks his experience editing
EUSA's
remarkable Midweek!
publication wi ll stand him in good
stead. but in the rough , tough ,
ready-steady-go worlds of
publishing and broadcasting. one
wonders if h~'II be right.
He replied to last October's
Guardian ad for the job of Director
General of the BBC, enclosing 394
old Midweeks, but hasn't had word
back yet.
Still, Andrew remains optimistic,
citing the case of his predecessor
as Honorary Secretary, Mr Rory
Knight Brute, who is now earning
£97,000 p.a. wi th a London
adverti sing agency. " If Rory can
get a job," qu ipped Drew, "then
who the fuck can' t?"

So once again the question must be
asked : what future is there for Britain
when our most talented young
people are going to waste?

A Tale of Tvvo Cities
A large crack has appared in the
superstructure of our University. It
started out with a big splash in
Kings Buildings, then burrowed
underground for a mile or two and
reappeared in George Square. The
shock was so great that half the
square fell down .
The PLANNING OFFICER is its
master. He glowered at the
square's north side and thought :
" Silly old Georgian buildings Hmm numbers 10-14; I'll be
making plans for you too." But first
Monsieur Destruction moved off
to the North and thought up new
. numbers: phase 1, phase 2, phase
3; his architect's wet dream waxed
lyrical ; " O! How I love the
straightest line, the concrete
bland ; subhuman walls of olass:
the hideous plastic dome. "
And so tie returned to George
Square for the kill. The
conservation campaigners came
out in force : " Support your local
vandal " was the cry . But
regardless , the medical monstrosity reared up from the rubble

of the old cobb led street.
Now the crack has veered off to
the North again. it's quite hard to

beckons, perhaps Mark'll come to
reg ret having spent his entire final
year in the Potterrow bar.

By Tony Wallis

spot - it passes through the mansized hole behind Teviot Row and
out to the Square in front. This is

the nostalgia phase wide
sweeping stairways and little
gardens planned .
It's all absurd incongruous
Palladian Splendour - but we
must give the modern architect his
artistic freedom. He must learn
from his big mistakes as he learns
from his littl.e ones. Like the time
he thought of sticking large grey
slabs on the David Hume Turret he forgot that water gets behind
them and freezes in the winter. So
when the exteri or began to fall off
(very alarm ing) he spent another
few thou sand of your daddy's cash
nailing them back on again .
Likewise, little postage stamp
flakes of rock are falling from the
Appleton Tower to this day, while
inside the lifts have never properly
worked . Now he's staring at the
carpark out front - another space
to fill. He's got plans for us all.
"Pass the screwdriver Tam
naw . no the sledgehammer. Och
wee!, it's done now." Another slice
of history bites the dust. Alt in thP.
name of progress, so I'm told.

